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You can see it in everything we do.
A simple sophistication. 
A touch of elegance.

Backed by outstanding customer service.
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Linen Slip Covered 
Parsons Chair
18.5w x 22d x 44h

Seat Height: 18in.

Visually appealing to the eye, this 

parsons chair with oak legs will look 

superb under any dining table. This chair 

features muslin upholstery with a neutral 

linen slipcover.

70019
Linen Parsons Chair

18.5w x 22d x 44h

Seat Height: 18in.

Modeled for our new Slip Cover 

Program, this shell can be used with 

existing and new slip covers.

70018F
Linen Floor Length 

Slip Covered Parsons 
Chair

18.5w x 22d x 44h

Seat Height: 18in.

Always popular, this comfortable parsons 

chair has been updated by the addition of 

a floor length skirt on its taupe linen slip 

cover.

70018S
Slate Linen Slip 
Covered Parsons 
Chair
18.5w x 22d x 44h

Seat Height: 18in.

The slate color of this true slip cover will 

add a pop of color to your dining room, 

and contrasts nicely with today’s neutral 

pallets.
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70019GD
Gold Patterned Slip 

Covered Parsons Chair
18.5w x 22d x 44h

Seat Height: 18in.

Echoing the unique swirls found in marble, this amazing 

gold and grey slip cover dresses up our sturdy parsons 

chair.  The acrylic and polyester fabric has a great hand 

and drape, adding a touch of richness, and the color is on 

trend to punch up the warm chocolate, grey and coffee 

tones found in today’s homes.

70019BL
Blue Cable Stitched Slip 
Parsons Covered Chair

18.5w x 22d x 44h

Seat Height: 18in.

Our best selling parsons chair, with a sturdy oak frame, is 

updated with a floor length blue and white chain patterned 

jacquard fabric.  The perfect compliment to today’s on-

trend interiors, this beauty is perfect as a host chair, or all 

the way around the family table.

70019PS
Blue Patterned Slip 

Covered Parsons Chair
18.5w x 22d x 44h

Seat Height: 18in.

A charming addition to our parsons chair, this blue-grey 

Jacobean linen slipcover tastefully blends warm butterscotch 

and cream tones with dark and light grey tones.  Richly 

detailed, this fabric adds a touch of quiet sophistication 

perfect many settings.

SLIP19GD

SLIP19BL

SLIP19PS
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73923
Linen Host Chair

28w x 35d x 47.5h

Seat Height: 20in.

Fit for the head of the table, but happy 

anywhere in your home, this wing chair is 

upholstered in a neutral taupe linen and 

accented with antique brass nailhead trim.

91-748F
Highback Linen Host Chair
23w x 24d x 47h

Seat Height: 20in.

Old world meets new age in this gracious winged host 

chair built with a solid oak frame. The welt-less taupe 

linen slipcover lends a modern twist to this familiar form, 

and the kidney pillow adds tons of seating comfort.

91-745F
Grand Linen Wingback Chair
28w x 26d x 48h

Seat Height: 18in.

Bringing the 18th century into today’s homes, this large 

scale wing chair will certainly provide plenty of trending 

style. Generous wings were originally intended to shelter 

the sitter from the ravages of fire’s heat, and today, 

accented with hand applied spit nails, add high style to 

the head of the table or in your family room.
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91-025
Boyles Side Chair

20.5w x 25d x 42h

Seat Height: 18in.

The soft neutral finish on the frame of this 

solid oak chair allows the beauty of the turned 

legs to shine through, and is perfect for the 

picture frame back with a soft beige burlap 

upholstery.  Neutral linen provides contrast 

and is highlighted by the use of spit nail hand 

applied trim.  A lovely chair just waiting to 

tuck up to your treasured dining table.

91-635F
Linen Madrid 
Chair w/ Nailheads
20w x 23d x 44h

Seat Height: 20in.

This sturdy solid oak chair with turned legs is accentuated 

with large antique brass nailheads. This Spanish influenced 

look comes with a neutral or gray fabric.

91-033
Herndon Host Chair
25w x 19d x 46h

Seat Height: 18.5in.

Quiet elegance and a sense of presence are hallmarks 

of this handsome host chair. The stylish blend of beige 

burlap and neutral linen is emphasized by the unique 

framed inside back, and hand applied  antique brass nails 

enhance the simple lines of this stately chair. Perfect in 

your dining room, this chair commands enough attention 

to grace any room.

Detail

Detail
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91-011
Ansley Dining Chair
20w x 20d x 39h

Seat Height: 18in.

This classic chair is sleek and stylish, combining a 

reclaimed oak frame with neutral linen. Diamond quilting 

on the inside back provides cushiony comfort and the 

spaced, hand applied nail trim adds a touch of contrast to 

this graceful chair.

91-674F
Tufted Linen Side Chair
20w x 21d x 40.5h

Seat Height: 18in.

The sleek presence of this linen, reclaimed oak dining 

chair is made visually interesting by the petite winged 

back highlighted with hand-tied button tufting.
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91-012
Boyles Highback Chair

20w x 18d x 44.5h

Seat Height: 20in.

Our version of the trending “deconstructed” chair, this 

reclaimed oak chair is a finely wrought version lacking the 

rawness of some. The solid oak frame is nicely glazed to 

highlight the grain, and the linen interior has deep button 

tufting to provide ample comfort. The out back is upholstered 

in a fine burlap, and hand applied antique brass nails accent 

the sweeping lines of this handsome dining chair.

Detail

Detail
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91-674G
Tufted Gray 
Linen Side Chair
20w x 21d x 40.5h

Seat Height: 18in.

Reminiscent of a wing chair, but petite in 

scale, this charming chair features a nicely 

sloped side and button tufting. Perfect as 

an accent chair or lined up around your 

favorite dining table.
91-037

Salvatore 
Dining Chair

20w x 24.5d x 40h

Seat Height: 18in.

With its slightly flared legs and rolled 

back, this well-scaled dining chair features 

a soft grey finish on its solid wood frame.  

Luxurious seating comfort and a pop of 

on-trend color is provided by the soft and 

durable blue velvet upholstery.

91-015
Bauer Side Chair

20.5w x 24d x 39.5h

Seat Height: 18in.

It is hard to know where to start when 

describing the many charms of this comfy 

and curvy side chair. The frame is finely 

constructed of solid wood with a soft natural 

finish, and the kitten-soft performance velvet 

is deeply button-tufted for visual interest.

91-433L
Sofia Side Chair
20.5w x 25d x 39h

Seat Height: 18in.

This charming dining chair has curves in all 

the right places, and features a button tufted 

seat and back.
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XNR008
Microfiber Dining Chair

18w x 20d x 43h

Seat Height: 18in.

Narrow enough to nestle together around any table, 

but handsome enough to serve as host chairs, this 

stylish chair features a woven back which incorporates 

both grey and honey tones, and the mid tone taupe 

microfiber is a neutral compliment to today’s subtle 

palettes. So comfortable, your guests might linger.

XN7067
Linen Dining Chair
18w x 20d x 43h

Seat Height: 18in.

The sweeping lines of this sleek chair make it the 

perfect choice for gracing the head and foot of your 

dining table, but it is equally happy to be set all 

around for comfortable seating for all!  Tightly woven 

wicker, in muted tones of grey and honey, covers the 

back, and the front is an on-trend neutral linen.
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Bolton Side Chair
18w x 21d x 36h

Seat Height: 18in.

Small, but mighty, this quiet chair packs a huge 

punch with its streamlined profile highlighted by 

the hand applied brass nail head trim. Upholstered 

in a beautiful soft grey performance velvet, this 

chair blends style with practicality, making it the 

perfect choice for today’s family-friendly interiors 

which crave a fashion-forward vibe.

Detail

Detail
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91-414F
Simple Linen Side Chair
20w x 21d x 34h

Seat Height: 18in.

What a little charmer! Small and very comfortable, the 

neutral oak finish and linen upholstery make this beauty at 

home in any setting.

70290W
Renton Side Chair

19.5w x 24d x 40h

Seat Height: 18in.

Quietly elegant in the style of King Louis XVI, 

these solid oak chairs feature rattan backs and 

neutral upholstered seats with linen fabric. 

Delicate floral carvings and reeded detailing 

provide gentle design flourishes. These chairs are 

at home with any table.

70291
Spenzia Side Chair
19w x 19d x 40h

Seat Height: 18in.

Finely scaled, yet sturdily constructed from solid oak, this 

lovely side chair features reeded detailing on the back and 

seat rails, as well as a simple hand carved floral panel atop 

the legs. The slate linen upholstery adds a gentle contrast 

to the dry-brushed gray finish.

Detail
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90-31
Damia Dining Chair

24w x 20d x 40h

Seat Height: 19in.

Elegently adorned with a spil nail trim, 

this reclaimed oak side chair looks 

beautiful from the front and the back. The 

neutral linen will give any dining room 

the soft touch it needs.

20-239
Port Warwick Side Chair
20w x 23d x 45h

Seat Height: 19in.

Stripped to the barest essentials of chair design, this unique cube 

chair is upholstered in a neutral linen.  Flanged welts highlight 

the sleek profile, and the seat height makes it a perfect choice for 

dining or accent use.  Think outside of the box, and line them up 

to create a unique banquette or settee.

91-021
stonebridge Dining Chair
22.5w x 23d x 32.5h

Seat Height: 18in.

Reduced to the simplest form, this stylish dining chair makes 

a huge impact with it’s sleek curved back and driftwood finish. 

The neutral linen upholstery is highlighted with antique brass 

nail trim on both the front and back panels. Intended for use 

as a dining chair, this quietly handsome chair is perfect for use 

at a desk or as an accent in any room as well.

Detail
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91-040
Bready Dining Chair
27w x 24.5d x 32h

Seat Height: 18in.

Sleek mid-Century styling makes this petite chair a welcome 

addition to any room.  A real charmer, the rounded seat appears to 

nestle into the natural finish wooden cross stretcher base. Neutral 

linen upholstery is channel quilted to add visual interest, and 

antique brass nail trim highlights the rounded frame. This chair is 

scaled to work either at table side, or on its own as an accent.

70947BRN
Scoop Chair
23w x 28d x 40h

Seat Height: 18in.

Sweeping lines create dramatic form in this handsome 

chair which is perfect for dining or as an accent piece. 

The oak frame is finished in a driftwood tone, contrasting 

dramatically with brown leather. Providing additional visual 

interest, the outside back is covered in a warm burlap 

outlined with spit nail detailing.

70947LN
Linen Scoop Chair

23w x 28d x 40h

Seat Height: 18.5in.

Sleekly elegant, the sweeping lines of this oak chair 

with a soft driftwood finish have been enhanced by the 

application of a simple linen fabric. Hand applied brass 

nail heads add visual interest to the outside back of 

this handsome chair.  Perfect for dining, and equally at 

home as an accent chair.
Detail

Detail
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Lina Leather and Linen Chair
21w x 24d x 35h

Seat Height: 18.5in.

Neutral in tone, and made visually interesting by the juxtaposition 

of textures, this striking chair features a driftwood finish on an 

American oak frame.  Combining a hair on hide outside back 

with caramel toned top grain leather, and tying it all together 

with leather lacing, this chair draws inspiration from some of 

today’s most fashionable runways.  

20-190
Rhenium Linen Chair
23w x 25d x 32.5h

Seat Height: 19.5in.

Bring on the martinis for the board meeting! These stylish 

chairs call to mind mid-century styling, with their metal base 

and curved back. Perfect around a table, these simple and 

stunning chairs will add a touch of sophistication to any room.

20-241
Range Arm Chair

26.5w x 26d x 35h

Seat Height: 19in.

Gently flared lines make this arm chair interesting enough to use 

on its own, or at the head of your table. The soft driftwood finish 

blends into the fine caning on the arms, and the warm caramel 

tones of the hair on hide and top grain leather add fashionable 

contrast. Whether used for dining or engaging conversation, the 

neutral box seat cushion provides plenty of comfort!

Detail

Detail
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17634AB09
Casablanca Side Chair

19.5w x 21.5d x 39.5h

Seat Height: 18in.

Available in satin black or cream, this charming side 

chair replicates bamboo with hand carved mahagony.  

The back is made comfy with double sided hand 

caning, and the slip seat is covered in raw silk. The 

refined lines and scale make this a perfect choice for 

so many interiors.

17634LT
Casablanca Side Chair
19.5w x 21.5d x 39.5h

Seat Height: 18in.

Available in satin black or cream, this charming side chair 

replicates bamboo with hand carved mahagony.  The back is 

made comfy with double sided hand caning, and the slip seat 

is covered in raw silk. The refined lines and scale make this a 

perfect choice for so many interiors.

18-31
Fender String Chair
17.5w x 18.5d x 37.5h

Seat Height: 18in.

This solid mahogany side chair features the unique 

cat’s cradle weave of natural weave rope over the 

frame with a neutral linen seat. Sure to draw the eye 

from the side chair to the dining table.
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Classic Bamboo Side Chair
19w x 18d x 37h

Seat Height: 18in.

Our classic, hand carved mahogany side chair features faux-

bamboo turnings and double caned seat.

51476AB30
Chord Side Chair

20w x 22d x 37h

Seat Height: 18in.

Simple and elegant, this quiet beauty is hand 

carved from mahogany to replicate bamboo. 

This unique Chippendale chair is finished in soft 

cocoa and grey tones, and upholstered in stylish 

burlap, making it perfect for today’s interiors.

21-17
Sawyer Dining Chair
17w x 18d x 37h

Seat Height: 18in.

The gentle tones of café au lait are uniquely utilized in 

this simple solid wood framed dining chair, with a window 

pane back of bamboo lashed together with rattan weave.  

This little beauty is scaled for smaller spaces, but is a 

comfy choice for any table.
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20-243
Split Shoulder 
Dining Chair
20w x 21d x 35.5h

Seat Height: 18in.

Don’t give this charming chair the cold shoulder!  

Based on the timeless bentwood designs of 

Michael Thonet, this sturdy oak chair has been 

updated with an on-trend driftwood finish. Nail 

head trim highlights the unique stretched canvas 

back, and the padded seat makes this a welcome 

addition to your family table.

70023BB
Bentwood Side Chair

17.5w x 22d x 34h

Seat Height: 18in.

Steam bent and made of birch solids, this black side chair 

was inspired by the café chairs of Parisian bistros. The seat 

is padded with a woven rattan cover.

70023BRN
Bentwood Side Chair
17.5w x 22d x 34h

Seat Height: 18in.

70023BS
Bentwood Side Chair

17.5w x 22d x 34h

Seat Height: 18in.

Steam bent styling with a woven rattan seat, 

this beauty is updated with a staineless steel 

cross back on a black frame.
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70023DW
Bentwood Side Chair
17.5w x 22d x 34h

Seat Height: 18in.

Steam bent and made of birch solids, this side 

chair was inspired by the café chairs of Parisian 

bistros. The seat is padded with a woven rattan 

cover and finished in a ‘Driftwood’ patina and a 

distressed metal cross back.

72010-R
Metal and 

Wood Cross Chair
19.5w x 20d x 35.5h

Seat Height: 18in.

Recycled fir in honey tones and metal 

elements combine in this charming bistro chair.

70023LM
Bentwood Side Chair

17.5w x 22d x 34h

Seat Height: 18in.

This steam bent chair is finished with a soft 

gray driftwood color and is contrasted with a 

matching driftwood cross back.

70023WO
Bentwood Side Chair
17.5w x 22d x 34h

Seat Height: 18in.

Our ever popular bentwood side chair made 

even more popular with a new mid-tone 

finish and a stainless steel back.
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28730QC
English Country

Ladderback Side Chair
21w x 17d x 42h

Seat Height: 18in.

Typical of many country chairs in the mid-1700s, these 

mahogany chairs have shaped back splats and apron rail 

with rush seat hand woven to the frame. Baluster turned 

front stretcher and turned legs ending in pad feet.

12-008
Mango Side Chair
21.5w x 17d x 40.5h

Seat Height: 20in.

This classic ladderback chair is brought into the 21st century 

by the addition of a driftwood finish on the solid Mango frame. 

Woven rush seating is made even more comfortable with the 

addition of a tie-on neutral box-edge cushion.

1512AB77
Crawford 
Ladderback Side Chair
24w x 20d x 43.5h

Seat Height: 18in.

Taking design cues from the much loved ladder back chair, 

this handsome chair is updated with raked legs, a curved 

back, and a satin black finish. This generously scaled solid 

mahogany chair will be a welcome presence at any table.
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1144AG6
French 
Ladderback Side Chair
22w x 20d x 41h

Seat Height: 18in.

Our best selling solid mahogany french ladderback chairs 

are updated with a distressed chalk white finish and feature 

hand woven rush seats.

1144V1
French 

Ladderback Side Chair
22w x 20d x 41h

Seat Height: 18in.

Solid mahogany black country French ladderback chair with rush 

seat hand woven onto the frame. Shaped back and seat rails with 

cabriole leg terminating in block foot. This typical provincial 

chair features hand shaping and hand carved beading.

1144LA
French 

Ladderback Side Chair
22w x 20d x 41h

Seat Height: 18in.

Solid mahogany country French ladderback chair with 

rush seat hand woven onto the frame. Shaped back and 

seat rails with cabriole leg terminating in block foot. This 

typical provincial chair features hand shaping and hand 

carved beading.
1144PA
French 
Ladderback Side Chair
22w x 20d x 41h

Seat Height: 18in.

Solid mahogany country French ladderback chair 

with a rush seat hand woven onto a frame. Shaped 

back and seat rails with cabriole leg terminating in 

block foot. This typical provincial chair features hand 

shaping and hand carved beading.
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XNR016
Hauck Side Chair
17w x 20d x 37h

Seat Height: 18in.

The woven back is curved to provide a gentle hug and the 

padded linen seat makes this a perfect chair for lengthy 

meals with friends and family. The soft driftwood grey 

finish allows this charmer to blend well with many palettes.

21-13
Serrano Side Chair

21w x 18.5d x 33h

Seat Height: 18in.

The sleek mid-century styling of this charming, mahogany 

side chair is on-trend with a slightly greyed wood frame 

and a driftwood toned woven back. The neutral fabric seat 

is easily removed for reupholstering.

21-14
Ashland Arm Chair
20.5w x 22.5d x 34h

Seat Height: 18in.

Crafted from solid mahogany with a rubbed black finish, 

this curvy arm chair provides visual interest by way of 

hand caned back and sides. Softly neutral in driftwood 

tones, you may change the upholstery for added punch.
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42087
Key Largo 
Savannah Dining Chair
19w x 19d x 36.5h

Seat Height: 19.5in.

The Key Largo chair brings to mind the romance of “African 

Queen” and the lure of warmer climates. Sturdy kubu 

construction over a solid mahogany wood frame makes this arm 

chair a stylish choice for the dining room or sun room. The 

muslin seat cushion is included for your seating comfort.

42725FB
Key Largo 
Host Chair
28w x 23d x 46h

Seat Height: 20in.

Reminiscent of a formal wing chair, but given a sense of Key 

Largo sunshine by being created in woven kubu over a mahogany 

frame, this host chair comes with the comfy linen seat.

42730
Kubu 

Highback Side Chair
19w x 20d x 42.5h

Seat Height: 21.5in.

Featuring intricately woven kubu on a mahogany 

frame, this chair is finished in a driftwood color and 

comes with a cushion for added comfort.
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18-28
Ayanna Chair
28w x 24.5d x 36h

Seat Height: 18in.

This charming woven kubu chair makes a stylish addition 

to your dining room. With its gently sloping back, track 

arm sides, and a comfy cushion, the Ayanna Chair would be 

perfectly happy gracing your family room or sun porch.

18-19
Lyra Reef Side Chair
18w x 19d x 40h

Seat Height: 18in.

Mahogany and Kubu unite to create this stylish 

chair with a slightly more curved back and apron 

which adds a touch of simple grace.

18-17
Largo Side Chair

22.5w x 18d x 35h

Seat Height: 18in.

Famous Parson styling, combined with a lower 

profile for today’s sleek interiors, this light 

mahogany chair is a soft blend of neutral tones.
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42008
Madura Dining Chair
19w x 22d x 42h

Seat Height: 19in.

Woven seagrass on a mahogany framand features a 

scoop shaped back for comfort.

18-20
Sula Reef Side Chair
20w x 24.5d x 42.5h

Seat Height: 18in.

With a raked back, and woven to the floor, this Kubu 

and mahogany chair is a natural and eye catching 

addition to any room.

18-16
Maro Reef 
Side Chair

19w x 19d x 40h

Seat Height: 18in.

An enduring modern classic, with ties to the famous 

Parson School of Design, this chair is perfect for any 

setting.  With a solid mahogany frame and sturdy 

Kubu weave, this timeless classic works with any table.
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Blue Payton Bistro Chair
18w x 21d x 36h

Seat Height: 18in.

Sweeping lines of bamboo give this charming chair a welcome French accent.  Cross stretchers and curved braces 

provide sturdy structure and the resin weave adds visual interest as well as providing comfortable seating.

18-23-BL 18-23-G

Paley Bistro Side Chair
20.5w x 21d x 35h

Seat Height: 18in.

Bundled and tied for strength, the bamboo frame of this eye catching chair features a 

tightly woven resin seat and back.

18-1418-14-BL 18-14-G
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Paley Bistro Chair
22.5w x 21d x 31.5h

Seat Height: 18in.

Give any room a French accent when you use this charming bamboo chair with your preferred color of resin weave.

18-11-BL 18-11-G 18-11

Paley Bistro Side Chair
20.5w x 21d x 35h

Seat Height: 18in.

Bundled and tied for strength, the bamboo frame of this eye catching chair features a tightly woven resin seat.

18-1418-14-BL 18-14-G
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Dining Tables
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40-73
Chips Dining Table

60w x 60d x 30h

Black iron strapping in an open basket weave design, supports this generously scaled dining table top with a 

handsome sunburst parquet design crafted from eco-friendly recycled elm. Perfect for family gatherings or book club 

buffets, this unique table features warm natural wood tones and grain patterns.

Top View

20-170
Equator Table

60w x 60d x 30h

There is no need to go around the world shopping for a stunning round dining table when this one is right here!  

The exploded shape of the pedestal base is supported by stacked concentric circles, and the top features a sunburst 

pattern of reclaimed pine, certain to bring a touch of light to any design scheme.

Top View
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20-160
Atlantic Oval Dining Table

79w x 39.5d x 30h

Blending a sturdy reclaimed pine base with a sleek oval top crafted from reclaimed pine, this simply stunning table 

shows how opposites attract!  Each top will feature unique reminders of a life well-lived, enhancing the beauty of the 

natural grain, and a clear coat finish makes it family friendly.

Top View

40-118
Midias Dining Table

60w x 60d x 30h

Big enough to host your friends, and with enough style to carry the room, this handsome table features a sunburst 

pine top with a warm burnished brown finish. A collar of champagne metal enhances the simple geometry of the 

top, which rests upon a truncated cone of black finished resin.  

Top View
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Top View

40-71
Chantilly Dining Table

48w x 48d x 30h

This charming table features a soft white base with delicately tapered legs and an eye-catching lattice apron. The top is 

uniquely detailed, with a banded sunburst design crafted from recycled pine. With a clear coat finish for durability, this 

well scaled table is a perfect setting for a leisurely lunch or a celebratory dinner!

Top View

40-84
Frieze 60” Pedestal Dining Table

60w x 60d x 30h

Resting upon a sturdy bracket base with four turned balusters, the top of this unique dining table features a simple yet 

complex series of curves which combine to create an arresting design. Further enhanced by a soft charcoal distressed 

finish on recycled pine, which yields hints of grays and blues in the rub through, this distinctive table is sure to become 

a favorite for gatherings of family and friends.
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72101WA
Manor House 

Round Dining Table
60w x 60d x 30h

Handsomely distressed, our table is crafted of reclaimed elm 

timbers and supported by a hand-turned pedestal leg.

Top View
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71090-N
Manor House Trestle Table

87w x 40d x 30h

Our Manor House dining table is crafted of unfinished, reclaimed pine timbers on top and features a reclaimed pine 

baluster trestle base. Ten inch clearance from the pedestal to end of table.
Also available in 9’ - 71090-R9

10’ - 71090-R10

Top View

Top ViewTop View

71090Y
7’ Honey Manor House Dining Table

86.5w x 39.5d x 30h

Able to blend with many of today’s stylish interiors, our new honey finish on reclaimed pine wood has warm 

undertones of maple syrup,  and is sure to become a favorite gathering place for happy meals.
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 Tables20-232
Balustrade Dining Table

84w x 39.5d x 31h

The classic double balustrade base of this stately table features a gently distressed black finish. Breadboard ends 

and a very subtle black wash highlights the reclaimed pine top, and a clear coat finish makes this well sized table a 

stylish choice for spreading out homework or enjoying a family meal.

Top View

20-249
Pine Gathering Table

138w x 43.5d x 30h

Stripped to its basic elements, this reclaimed pine table is elegant in its simplicity. The timber construction of this 

commodious table makes it the perfect choice for decades of happy dining, with ample room for all. The lengthy 

planked top features breadboard ends and a clear coat finish for protection from spills.

Top View
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71319
Biloxi Dining Table

87w x 39d x 30h

Classic farmhouse styling is brought up to date by the use of recycled pine, and the slightly exaggerated proportions 

of the baluster legs. Generously sized, this table blends beautifully with a variety of décor.

Top View

20-167W
White Piccolo Table

71w x 37d x 30h

Finely wrought tapered legs add a touch of lightness to this charming farm table crafted from reclaimed pine. The 

base is a soft, lightly distressed white with raised molding details. The top features breadboard construction and is 

left in a warm natural tone with a clear coat finish to make it family friendly.
Also available in 10’ - 20-182WHT

Top View
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 Tables20-169
Finial Dining Table

94.5w x 43.5d x 30h

Whimsical style is provided by exaggerated turned legs set out from the table, creating a unique clover leaf design.  

Stretching to accommodate plenty of friends and family, this eye-catching reclaimed pine table has a satin black 

finish base and a natural top with a clear coat finish.

Top View

28746QC
6’ Farm Table w/ Plank Top

72w x 36d x 30h

Simple farm table of mahogany in an old world, heavily distressed finish. The top has a slightly softened edge and the 

apron rail plane is broken by a simple bead line. The legs are tapered to the floor.
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Top View

20-202
Orbach Dining Table

96w x 39d x 30h

Solid pine glows softly through the distressed grey green finish on this dining table which stretches to accommodate 

family and friends. The distinctive lyre base rests on a stepped bracket. A graceful and unique dining experience!

Top View

20-179
Totem Dining Table

96w x 39d x 30h

Reminiscent of porch columns, the sturdy legs of this expansive table are turned and fluted. The apron is also fluted, and 

the top features a beveled edge. With a unique painted finish in a neutral warm grey which is distressed to reveal layers 

of creamy paint and honey wood tones, this pine table is certain to be the highlight of many a happy gathering.
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40-01
Aquarius Dining Table

94w x 39d x 30h

Cross stretchers on the trestle base create visual interest on this recycled elm table. The top is left natural with a 

protective clear coat finish for family-friendly dining and the base is accented with a light gray finish. Family and 

friends will be happy to gather around this beauty.

Top View

Top View

7465QM
Book Leaf Dining Table

72w x 36d x 30h

(18d w/ leaves closed)

Solid mahogany with a Swedish gray finish, this clever table opens like a book to work as a dining table or desk. 

Four pull outs support the leaves, and the hinges provide visual accents when the table is open. The flush mounted 

hinges provide visual accents when the top is open.

Top Viewdetail
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Top ViewTop View

7465AC91
Bellmore Drop Leaf Table

72w x 36d x 31h

(18d w/ leaves closed)

It’s a console, it’s a desk, it’s an oak dining table! Uniquely designed to go from console to dining table, this 

beautiful European Oak space saver is finished in a warm antique brown finish.

28715QC
Book Leaf Table 
w/ Diamond Top

72w x 36d x 30h

(18d w/ leaves closed)

This mahogany table rests upon turned legs with simple stretchers. The flip top features flush mounted hinges with a 

hand incised decoration and is designed to adjust at the angle of use. The table also has a dovetail drawer on one side.
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Top Viewdetail

detail
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20-173
Gary’s Ice Cream Table

36w x 36d x 30h

Calling to mind sweeter days of ice cream, frappes and sundaes, this charming 

bistro table has a soft black iron base with curvy pad feet and a parquet top of 

reclaimed pine. There is a clear coat finish to protect from spills. May I have 

sprinkles on mine?

40-69
Chips Bistro Table

31w x 31d x 29h

The iconic Saarinen table base is paired with a unique top of recycled elm 

parquet in a concentric sunburst pattern. Certain to add a dash of style to any 

setting this intimate table features a protective clear coat finish, making it a 

simple task to blot up spilled merlot!

Top View
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40-119
Obsure Counter Table

48w x 48d x 36h

Perfect for family game nights, or an evening of wine flights, this simple 

gathering table is sturdily constructed of recycled pine with a sandblasted 

grey finish. The top is mitered, creating an eye-pleasing geometry, and is 

protected with a clear coat finish.  

40-67
Chips Pub Table

36w x 36d x 41h

Inspired by the neo-futuristic designs of famous 20th century architect Eero 

Saarinen, this stunning pub table features his signature trumpet base and a 

protective clear coat finish. The reclaimed elm sunburst top adds a punch of 

contrast and texture, making this table truly a timeless beauty for any setting.

20-171
Stratosphere Pub Table

39.5w x 39.5d x 42h

With a compass design crafted from reclaimed pine, and a sturdy pedestal base, 

this pub table is out of this world, but perfect for your home! The generous size 

is perfect alone, but may be bunched together for larger gatherings.

Top View

Top View

Top View
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70077BB
Crescent Counter Stool
18.5w x 15d x 24h

Perfect for tucking under a kitchen island, these 

solid birch counterstools feature stretchers on all 

sides and a saddle seat. A black rub-through finish 

adorns the saddle seat counter stool. 

20-035CBLK
Castle Counter Stool

17.5w x 17.5d x 24h

Contrasting black paint on the turned legs of this Boho Chic 

stool notches up the style quotient of these sturdy and stylish 

stools. Upholstered in a neutral linen, the nail head trim accents 

the unique silhouette of these sturdy oak stools.
Also available in Bar 30”H - 20-035BBlk

20-035C
Castle Counter Stool
17.5w x 17.5d x 24h

Constructed of solid oak and turned legs highlighted with 

a light hang-up glaze, this Boho Chic stool is upholstered 

in neutral linen and accented with antique brass nail heads. 

Available in both counter and bar heights, this stool is a 

charming addition to any decor.
Also available in Bar 30”h - 20-035b
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91-039
Creams Counter Stool

20w x 14d x 24h

Perfect for dining at your kitchen island, or game nights around 

a gathering table, this solid oak stool features a dark taupe finish 

and cream upholstery highlighted with hand applied nail trim.  

91-038
Grays Counter Stool
20w x 14d x 24h

You won’t want to get up for another drink when you are 

already comfortably perched upon this simple and sturdy 

saddle seat counter stool. Constructed of solid oak, with 

a soft driftwood finish, this stool features gray upholstery 

accented with antique brass nail trim.

91-002L
Leather Counter Stool

20w x 14d x 24h

Finished in warm brown tones, and sporting a 

gently padded saddle seat in brown leather, this 

oak bar stool would look good in any kitchen.

91-002F
Linen Counter Stool
20w x 14d x 24h

This sturdy oak backless stool is finished in a subtle driftwood 

stain, and upholstered for your comfort in linen. Hand applied 

antique brass nails add a touch of glam.
Also available in Bar 30”h - 91-001F
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91-014C
Iron Pipe 

Counter Stool
19w x 18d x 32.5h

Seat Height: 24in.

This counter stool features a sturdy iron base which not only introduces a 

touch of “industrial chic” to any setting, but also blends well in more traditional 

venues. The deeply padded seat provides ample comfort. The lower back and 

sloped sides allow the stool to be tucked snugly up to your bar.
Also available in Bar 30”H - 91-014

73108WA
West End Counter Stool
18w x 14d x 24h

Made of reclaimed elm, this sturdy stool features an iron 

base and hardware accents.
Also available in Bar 30”h - 73109WA

20-190-C
Rhenium Linen 
Counter Stool

24w x 23d x 37.5h

Seat Height: 24in.

This mid-century inspired stool curves to keep you comfortably 

ensconced while you sip on your favorite beverage. The 

streamlined metal base is made safe for your floors by the 

addition of protective glides. It doesn’t matter if you are more 

inclined to sip an icy martini or bubbly prosecco in your home, 

you will be happy perched upon this neutral linen beauty!

91-014FC
Linen & Iron
Pipe Counter Stool
19w x 18d x 32.5h

Seat Height: 24in.
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18-05-DG
Country Kubu Counter 
Stool
18.5w x 14d x 24h

Belly up to a Tikki bar on this sturdy stool crafted 

from bleached mahogany and woven Kubu. 
Available in bar and counter heights.
Also available in Bar 30”h - 
18-04-DG
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42733FB
Baxter Counter Stool
17w x 19d x 33h

Seat Height: 24in.

Woven of natural kubu over a solid mahogany frame, and 
finished in subtle driftwood tones, these stools provide sturdy 

seating with a light touch.
Also available in Bar 30”h - 42732FB

42735FB
Key Largo Counter Stool

16.5w x 16.5d x 24h

These stools will tuck nicely out of sight, but delight in being the 

center of attention. Sturdy kubu is woven over a solid mahogany 

frame, and finished in a muted driftwood finish.
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21-19
Luxar Bar Stool

22w x 22d x 39h

Seat Height: 30in.

Climb on up and rest a while on this stunning bar 

stool which blends tones of espresso with golden 

bamboo accents and a deftly applied soft white glaze. 

The seat removes easily for quick fabric changes.

21-10
Ashland Counter Stool
20w x 20d x 35h

Seat Height: 24in.

With a solid mahogany frame finished in a rubbed black 

finish, the caned back and sides of these stools provides a 

lively contrast. Slender and sleek, these stools feature a seat 

that removes easily for quick fabric changes.
Also available in Bar 30”H - 21-09

71072LO
Broomstick 
Counter Stool
21w x 19d x 37h

Seat Height: 24in.

Modern lines meet timeless stylings in this solid 

oak stool with a hand woven seat. The light oak 

finish creates a neutral touch at home anywhere.
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18-12
Pearl Counter Stool
16.5w x 16.5d x 38h

Seat Height: 24in.

Steam bent bamboo is woven with a charming 

black and white resin wicker in a chevron 

design to bring a stylish touch to your home.

18-12-BL
Blue Pearl 
Counter Stool
16.5w x 16.5d x 38h

Seat Height: 24in.

Steam bent bamboo is woven with a charming 

blue and white resin wicker in a chevron design 

to bring a stylish touch to your home.

18-12-G
Gray Pearl 

Counter Stool
16.5w x 16.5d x 38h

Seat Height: 24in.

Steam bent bamboo is woven with a 

charming gray and white resin wicker 

in a chevron design to bring a stylish 

touch to your home.
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72012-R
Metal Cross 

Counter Stool
19w x 19d x 38h

Seat Height: 24in.

Recycled fir is accented with sturdy metal 

frame to form these charming bistro-styled stools.

70227R
Spenzia Counter Stool
19.5w x 23.5d x 46h

Seat Height: 24in.

The contrast of woven rattan back and neutral linen seat 

pairs beautifully with the soft dry-brushed gray finish of 

these solid oak, hand carved counter stools.
Also available in Bar 30”H - 70028R

70026BB
Bentwood Counter Stool
20w x 20.5d x 37.5h

Seat Height: 24in.

Steam bent and made of birch solids, this stool was 

inspired by our bestselling bentwood bistro chairs. The 

seat is padded with a woven rattan cover.
Also available in Bar 30”H - 
70025BB

70026DW
Bentwood Counter Stool

20w x 20.5d x 37.5h

Seat Height: 24in.

Steam bent and made of birch solids, this stool was inspired by 

our bestselling Bentwood bistro chairs. The seat is padded with a 

woven rattan cover and has an aged iron cross back.
Also available in Bar 30”H - 70025dw

Detail
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Benches & settees
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91-676
Pleasant 
Valley Banquette
64.5w x 21.25d x 40h

Seat Height: 18in.

With a slight wing and deeply buttoned 

tufted back, this handsome banquette is the 

perfect place for your guests to sit while 

they gather at your table. The soft wheat 

upholstery is warmly neutral to enhance 

your color scheme.

91-028
Artic Settee
51w x 23d x 32h

Seat Height: 17in.

Perfect for a smaller seating area, this stunning settee 

features mid-century styling and a family friendly 

tumbled grey linen. The gracefully shaped oak frame 

is left natural, with a slight grey glaze to highlight 

the grain. The pair of lumbar pillows feature zipped 

closure and a self-covered center button.

91-022
Stonebridge 

Three Seat banquette
62w x 24d x 32.5h

Seat Height: 18in.

Stretching to accommodate three diners, 

this handsome bench is the perfect addition 

to your dining room or even foyer! The 

sleek and sturdy solid oak frame features 

a driftwood glaze to accentuate the grain 

and contrasting brass nail trim outlines the 

neutral linen upholstery.
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18-34
Grand Haven Banquette

58w x 24d x 50h

Seat Height: 18.5in.

The great outdoors just got more beautiful! Meant for outdoor use, this stunning banquette is sturdily 

crafted with an aluminum frame covered in a synthetic birds nest weave pattern in a soft grey resin wicker. 

The comfy seat and back cushions feature a mid-tone grey outdoor performance fabric. The streamlined 

flared wing design makes this stylish banquette a perfect place to hide from the trials of the day.

20-040
Channing Settee

43.5w x 24.5d x 38h

Seat Height: 19in.

Delicately scaled, this oak beauty features 

a soft driftwood finish and an elegant 

hand-caned back. Perfect in a foyer or 

flanking a fireplace, this charmer is also 

wonderful pulled up to a dining table!
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1937FA
Upholstered Marquis Settee
47w x 25.5d x 42h

Seat Height: 20.5in.

A beautifully rendered French reproduction settee of 

the Louis XVI period. The hand carved, solid oak frame 

features rosette and acanthus on the arms which are 

overshadowed by a crested back.

71543
Azure Settee

43w x 24d x 37h

Seat Height: 20.5in.

You will be sitting pretty on this carved oak settee 

with a charming caned back and soft, robin’s egg 

blue linen seat. The graceful curves of this settee are 

highlighted with hand carved floral details.

51213AB92
Chanel Bench
36w x 18d x 28h

Seat Height: 18in.

Exquisitely neutral tones of tan and gray are combined to create 

the finish of this elaborately carved solid mahogany bench. A new 

level of sophistication is provided by the classical details of layered 

acanthus leaf carvings and hairy paw feet partnered with soft 

taupe burlap button-tufted cotton. Lovely alone, and even more 

stunning in pairs, this bench is just the place to perch while you 

put on your Jimmy Choos!
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91-027
Natalia
Tufted Bench
78w x 18.5d x 18h

Stretching to new lengths, this amazing 

bench is button tufted on all sides, adding 

welcome texture to the natural linen. Perfect 

for comfy seating aside your favorite dining 

table, this unique piece would also shine 

when used in a hall or at the foot of a bed.

91-612F
Madrid Linen Bench

60w x 16d x 18h

Updated neutral linen and hand-applied antique 

brass nail heads blend with a sturdy Jacobean 

turned oak leg and stretcher base to create a 

bench at home in any space. Group friends on it 

at your dining table, or pull on your socks at the 

foot of your bed, this bench is happy anywhere!

51047QM
Bobbin Bench
48w x 15d x 23.5h

Crafted of solid mahogany, and finished 

in a trending Swedish grey wash, this 

bench features bobbin turnings on 

its arms and legs. Seating comfort is 

provided by the neutral linen, removable 

cushion. What a great place for the dog 

to wait for the mailman!

51117FA
Martini 

Turned Leg Bench
66w x 17d x 25h

Seat Height: 18in.

This solid oak decorative bench features 

hand carved accents and a cotton seat. 

Hand turnings provide interesting detail to 

this simple yet elegant bench.
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71089
Peasant Bench
51w x 7d x 18h

Another of our signature “found objects,” this 

bench is collected from far and wide. Wood 

species and size will vary, as this bench is a one 

of a kind find!

1550PI
Portugal Bench
50w x 19d x 31h

Seat Height: 16in.

Mid 18th C Rococo design features of carved shells, acanthus, 

vines and other foliate decorate this lovely bench. Crafted of 

solid mahogany and standard with a special burnished antique 

finish, the seat is of doubled hand woven cane.

1147PA
Country French Settee

49w x 20d x 18h

Solid mahogany country French bench. Rush 

seat hand woven onto frame. Shaped seat rails 

with cabriole leg terminating in a block foot. 

This typical provincial bench features hand 

carved beading.

71007
Simple Antique Bench

83w x 14d x 18h

“Take a seat” translates in every language, 

and this antique bench works in every setting. 

A “found” object, this is crafted from a wide 

variety of woods, and varies widely in length.
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90-29
Oda High Back Chair
30w x 28d x 45h

Seat Height: 19in.

Reaching new heights of style, this unique chair features an exaggerated 

high back with stretches up to the curved and carved crest rail and hand 

applied brass nail head trim. Upholstered in an eye-catching, and fashion 

forward “Hermes Orange” performance velvet, this unique chair is breath 

taking when used in pairs.

90-37
Grand Atticus Chair

33w x 31d x 46h

Seat Height: 18in.

The centuries old design of the wing chair has been given new age 

charm with the addition of a streamlined frame, a soft grey wash 

finish, and the most amazing lemon yellow performance velvet! To 

make it even more wonderful, we added a matching throw pillow. 

A pop of color for any interior, this chair is comfy enough for the 

family room, and beautiful enough for your most formal space.
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90-36
Breccan Corner Chair
28w x 22d x 32h

Seat Height: 18in.

Uniquely designed to tuck into tight spaces, this age 

old oak chair has been streamlined for today’s interiors. 

Upholstered in a soft grey performance velvet, this 

little beauty is perfect for the boudoir, master bath, or 

anywhere you need a comfy place to just catch your 

breath during a busy day.

90-28
Alissa Arm Chair

27w x 25d x 38h

Seat Height: 18in.

Featuring a finely hand carved oak 

frame with upturned arms and delicate 

legs, this quietly stylish chair has a 

light taupe finish which enhances both 

the wood grain and the carvings. The 

stunning grey velvet belies the user-

friendly and durable nature of the 

performance fabric.

90-35
Brookville Arm Chair
26w x 26d x 38h

Seat Height: 18in.

Like a gentle hug, this lovely chair wraps you in warmth 

and charm. The Neo-classical form is softened by the 

grey washed oak finish and by the use of a sumptuous 

grey performance velvet. Soft to the touch, this velvet is 

a work horse! The clean lines of this sleekly curved chair 

are highlighted by button detailing on the inside back.
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X002
Benito Arm Chair
25w x 24d x 31h

Seat Height: 18in.

Mid-Century meets microfiber in this amazingly comfortable 

small scaled chair. The upward sweep of the arms is 

enhanced by a finish which tells the story of many hands 

caressing its surface, and is juxtaposed by the sharply raked 

legs. The taupe microfiber has the appearance of aged 

leather, and will work beautifully with today’s palettes.

91-023
ARTIC 

OCCASIONAL CHAIR
28w x 26d x 32h

Seat Height: 17in.

Swooping arms and raked lines add mid-century flair to this 

eye-catching accent chair. Tumbled charcoal gray canvas 

contrasts with the gray glaze on the frame, and the lumbar 

pillow features a center button and a zippered closure.

90-27
Andree Occasional Chair
31w x 29d x 43h

Seat Height: 20in.

Rounded in all the right places, this beauty features floral 

carvings on the wings, arms and apron, in addition to 

unique turned front legs. Upholstered in a soft grey linen, 

and brightened with hand applied brass nails, this oak chair 

offers an abundance of style and comfort.
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51467FA
Lacus Occasional Chair
27w x 31d x 44h

Seat Height: 18in.

Fashionably dressed in neutral tones, the solid oak, gray 

washed frame and soft cream linen are highlighted by 

hand applied reflective silver nails. Not only pretty, this 

stylish slipper chair also provides comfortable seating 

with the inclusion of the kidney pillow. Lovely alone, 

and stunning in pairs.

90-46
Chesapeake 

Occasional Chair
26w x 28d x 30h

Seat Height: 18in.

Well scaled for smaller spaces, but comfortable enough 

for lengthy conversations with friends, this petite oak 

tub chair is a charmer. The combination of the soft 

grey finish and the light golden caning provides gentle 

contrast to the linen seat and pillow. Whether alone 

or in pairs, you will be delighted that you invited this 

beauty into your home.

91-016
Tova Occasional Chair
29w x 33d x 35h

Seat Height: 22in.

Quiet elegance is offered by this solid oak wing chair 

with double walled hand caning on the sides and back.  

Graceful curving lines extend from the small wings, 

to the arms and down to the delicately tapered front 

legs and raked back legs. Deep, comfortable seating is 

provided by the loose seat and back cushions upholstered 

in stylishly natural linen.
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51329AL7
Aubrey Arm Chair
21w x 21d x 39h

Seat Height: 18in.

Faux bamboo carving, crafted from solid mahogany, 

creates the stylish frame of this handsome arm chair 

featuring hand caning and a slip seat. The soft greige 

finish is highlighted by a soft white glaze which 

accentuates the hand carved details.

21-05
Oakwind Arm Chair
21.5w x 25d x 37h

Seat Height: 18in.

Amazing comfort and stunning quiet beauty are the 

hallmarks of this natural bamboo and rattan chair. 

Perfect as a dining chair, while equally at home in your 

family or sun room, this charmer features a removable 

pad seat to make your upholstery changes a snap!

21-18
Astoria 

Arm Chair
22w x 25d x 35h

Seat Height: 18in.

Details on the back and arms accents the 

silhouette of this charming chair which 

incorporates amber stained bamboo and a 

golden rattan weave on a solid mahogany 

frame with a rubbed black finish and 

a textured linen cushion, making it a 

wonderful accent for any scheme.
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21-15
Deluca Arm Chair
25w x 28d x 28.5h

Seat Height: 19in.

This charming tub chair features a solid mahogany frame 

with a rubbed black finish The double caned back and 

sides are in honey tones and add a nice punch to this 

simple and stylish chair. A soft cream textured linen 

covers the loose back and seat cushion.

21-02A
Light Ashelynn 

Manor Arm Chair
22.5w x 24d x 31h

Seat Height: 18in.

You don’t need a passport to be transported to the 

golden age of Havana when you have this lovely chair 

in your home. The solid bamboo frame is a white 

washed brown which contrasts with the washed woven 

rattan double caning. The curved back and sloped 

arms provide ample seating comfort which works well 

as an accent or dining chair. The upholstered seat is 

removable for quick fabric changes.

21-02
Ashelynn Manor Arm Chair
22.5w x 24d x 31h

Seat Height: 18in.

You don’t need a passport to be transported to the golden 

age of Havana when you have this lovely chair in your 

home. The solid bamboo frame is a soft chestnut brown 

which contrasts with the washed woven rattan double caning. 

The curved back and sloped arms provide ample seating 

comfort which works well as an accent or dining chair. The 

upholstered seat is removable for quick fabric changes.
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51080AZ2
Spoonback Side Chair
24w x 22.5d x 38h

Seat Height: 19.5in.

Ever popular, this solid mahogany chair with hand woven 

double caning on the seat and back has been made even 

more chic by the use of Parisian Blue lacquer and removable 

natural linen cushion. Perfect for today’s trending palates.

51459AB59
Regency Wingback Chair
24w x 24d x 47h

Seat Height: 20.5in.

Exuberant geometric design is cleverly crafted from hand 

carved mahogany replicating bamboo with raw silk cover 

in this majestic wing chair. Stately and stunning, this chair 

would be delightful on its own, but in pairs, it makes a 

huge design statement perfect for stylish interiors.

51080I4
Spoonback Side Chair

24w x 22.5d x 38h

Seat Height: 19.5in.

The perfect “pull up” chair, this solid 

mahogany chair offers great comfort 

with the double-caned seat and back. 

The removable raw silk cushion and the 

stunning black rub through finish with 

subtle rust undertones, make for an eye-

catching chair around any table. 
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21-04
Orchard Side Chair
20.5w x 21d x 34h

Seat Height: 18in.

The swooping lines of this small scale chair are 

enchanced by the contrasting dark chocolate and light 

natural rattan weave and soft tan removable cushion. 

The simple mahogany legs are finished in a dark 

espresso.

21-03
Magnolia Arm Chair
21w x 23d x 37h

Seat Height: 18in.

Solid bamboo and hand woven rattan combine in this 

well-scaled accent chair which features a soft natural 

finish. A gentle embrace is provided by the shaped 

back, and strength is provided by the curved bracing. 

The pad seat is removable for easy reupholstering.

21-06
Phelan Arm Chair

22w x 21d x 35.5h

Seat Height: 18in.

Unique weave in honey tones contrasts with the warm 

amber mahogany frame of the curvy arm chair with a 

natural . The seat is easily removed for recovering in your 

favorite fabric for a custom touch.

Detail View

Detail View

Detail View
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21-21
Jerico Arm Chair
23w x 28d x 37h

Seat Height: 17in.

Sweeping lines of chocolate toned bamboo are cloaked 

in a tightly woven chevron design rattan to create this 

chair which passes the “tush test” with flying colors. 

Beautiful from any angle, the back legs and brace are 

curved away from the frame to provide an exquisite 

profile and added strength.

42124
Loren Chair

30w x 29d x 39h

Seat Height: 18in.

This chair is made of handwoven natural seagrass 

chair with a removable natural linen cushion that 

looks great in singles and even better in pairs.

18-01
Batavia Arm Chair
26w x 23.5d x 34h

Seat Height: 18in.

Sturdily woven of kubu and curved in all the right 

places, this petite bamboo chair packs a stylish 

punch for any interior. The removable natural linen 

cushion makes for easy cleanup.
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18-32
Nissi Beach Wing Chair
32w x 30d x 45h

Seat Height: 18in.

With the comfort of a wing chair, yet visually light as air, 

this handsome chair is crafted of woven kubu on a mahogany 

and bamboo frame, and features a black linen seat and back 

cushions. The on trend white wash on the frame does double 

duty, providing a neutral palette while enhancing the eye-

catching texture of the open weave. Sturdy and airy at the 

same time, this chair is meant for covered indoor use.

18-03
Walton Arm Chair

25w x 30d x 34h

Seat Height: 17in.

Light, yet sturdily woven from natural kubu and natual 

linen removable cushion, this arm chair would be a 

welcome addition to a sunroom. Meant for indoor use, this 

beauty brings a touch of Mother Nature into your home.

42082
Key Largo Arm Chair
24.5w x 27d x 39h

Seat Height: 20in.

The Key Largo chair brings to mind the romance of “African 

Queen” and the lure of warmer climates. Sturdy kubu makes 

this arm chair a stylish choice for the dining room or sun 

room. The loose muslin seat cushion is included for your 

seating comfort.
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18-34
Grand Haven Single Chair
30w x 24d x 50h

Seat Height: 18.5in.

The perfect compliment to the banquette, the great outdoors just got more 

beautiful! Meant for outdoor use, this stunning chair is sturdily crafted with 

an aluminum frame covered in a synthetic birds nest weave pattern in a 

soft grey resin wicker. The comfy seat and back cushion features a mid-tone 

grey outdoor performance fabric. The streamlined flared wing design makes 

this stylish chair a perfect place to hide from the trials of the day.

18-25
Figaro Chair

25.5w x 24d x 25.5h

Seat Height: 18in.

Harkening back to childhood games of cat’s cradle, this simple 

chair features a solid teak frame accented with black nylon 

rope weaving and an outdoor fabric on the loose seat and 

back cushion. Perfect for outdoor use, but handsome enough 

for sophisticated interiors.

18-06
Montego Lounge Chair
35w x 34.5d x 34h

Seat Height: 17in.

Made for outdoor use, this handsome version of the iconic 

“Papasan” chair is woven of synthetic rattan on an aluminum 

frame. This deep seating chair is made comfy by a back 

pillow, perfect for outdoor use.

18-21
Montego Ottoman

18w x 19.5w x 15h

Wonderful for putting your feet up while napping 

or working on your tablet while enjoying the 

beauty of the outdoors, this ottoman nestles right 

up to its companion chair above. A perfect fit!
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18-29
Pompano Umbrella Chair
29w x 28d x 56h

Seat Height: 17in.

The Victorian Era delighted in everything new and exciting, and the hot air 

balloon caught the imaginations of all, eventually becoming a design motif in 

many things, including chairs! This handsome modern interpretation is crafted 

of rattan and bamboo with seating comfort added by the loose seat and back 

cushions. The back is shallow enough to allow easy conversation when used in 

pairs, and features a unique frame detail outlining the back cushion.

51033I4
Chatham 

Chair
29w x 27.5d x 40.5h

Seat Height: 22in.

A small footprint, but large scale seating is the hallmark 

of this mahogany and hand-woven rush seated chair 

The removable raw silk cushion and the stunning black 

rub through finish with subtle rust undertones, make 

for an eye-catching chair for any room 

70099LO
Broomstick Chair
23w x 22.5d x 31h

Seat Height: 18in.

Modern lines bring a touch of the Orient to these versatile 

chairs with a hand woven seat. Bringing a touch of 

Scandanavia, these chairs are happy at the dining table or 

flanking a fireplace.
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90-43
Sanderson Arm Chair
26.5w x 27.5d x 39h

Seat Height: 18in.

Juxtaposing simple linen with natural hair on hide, this eye-

catching chair features a solid oak frame with an antique 

amber finish. The hide seat is accented with leather lacing, 

and the linen back is diamond tufted for additional visual 

interest. This unique fusion of traditional with edgy makes 

this chair a stand out, whether used alone or in pairs.

90-02
Tulsa Chair
30w x 29.5d x 36h

Seat Height: 18in.

This solid oak chair features a lovely sweeping arm, making 

it very comfortable and very unique. Fashion forward design 

is supplied by the use of hair on hide on the seat cushion 

is accented by a wide flat welt and the simple linen is well 

spaced with exaggerated nail head trim.
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90-03
Denver Arm Chair

25w x 26d x 38h

Seat Height: 18in.

What a perfect addition to any room! This lovely curved 

arm chair features a warm oak chestnut finish and is made 

fashionable by the use of hair on hide upholstery on the 

scalloped seat. The neutral linen upholstered back is stitch 

tacked to provide visual interest. When used in pairs, the 

individual patterning of the hides will demonstrate the 

truly unique character of this stunning chair.

Detail View

Detail View
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90-04
Billings Wing Chair
29.5w x 27.5d x 43h

Seat Height: 18in.

Capitalizing on the use of hides in high style 

clothing, this unique oak framed wing chair 

features a hair on hide inside back, which contrasts 

beautifully with natural linen. The sweeping lines of 

the wings culminate in delicately scaled arms and are 

emphasized by the use of nail head trim.

90-21
Zebra Arm Chair

23w x 26d x 39.5h

Seat Height: 18in.

Elegant Sheraton shaping is made modern by the 

application of zebra stenciled cow hide on the seat and 

simple linen on the back of this striking oak chair. Hand 

applied nail trim provides a subtle accent, and the café au 

lait finish is a stylish neutral addition to any palette.

91-260
Elroy Arm Chair
24w x 20.5d x 33.5h

Seat Height: 18in.

Featuring tack quilting on the back and raw 

edges on the seams, this petite butterscotch 

leather oak chair is perfect for small spaces.

Detail View

Detail View
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91-17101
Paris Flea Market Chair
28w x 32d x 37.5h

Seat Height: 17in.

Vintage charm abounds in this well scaled leather wing chair 

highlighted by distinctive diamond quilting and hand applied 

nail head trim. Have a seat and receive a hug as the chair 

curves around your back and shoulders.

91-032
Paris Flea 

Executive Chair
33w x 31.5d x 47.5h

Seat Height: 17.5in.

Exaggerated wings and arms are hallmarks of this exuberantly 

designed wing chair. The interior is upholstered in glossy warm 

brown leather, and is highlighted by the addition of unique diamond 

quilting on the back. The traditional oak frame is transformed 

into an on-trend fashion statement by exposing the interior frame 

construction and burlap lining. Hand applied brass nail trim provides 

additional emphasis to the strong lines of this beautiful chair.

91-030
Deconstructed 
Executive Chair
31w x 37.5d x 45.5h

Seat Height: 19.25in.

You will feel like a CEO when you settle into this 

handsome deconstructed leather rolled back chair! The 

dynamic sweeping lines are enhanced by the lively contrast 

of the tufted glossy leather interior and the exposed burlap 

and oak frame exterior. Antique brass spit nail trim further 

enhances this updated traditional beauty.O
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40-122
Forbes End Table
15w x 15d x 25h

A study in contrasts, this deceptively airy accent table 

is made sturdy by the use of a solid bluestone puck 

base. Just try to pick it up! A polished stainless steel 

rod supports the oak dished top with a soft grey glaze. 

The perfect perch for your favorite potent potable!

40-121
Medium Cyclone End Table

18w x 18d x 21h

Smaller, but packing the same stylish punch of its 

larger mate, this iron and pine accent table is scaled to 

perch next to your chair, but is even more impactful 

when nestled up to its partner, as shown below.  

40-120
Large Cyclone End Table
16w x 16d x 22.5h

Stylish punctuation for your room, this accent 

table blends washed grey iron with the sandy 

brown tones of pine. The top is mitered for visual 

interest, and this unusual piece is fine alone, but 

even happier when cuddled up to the Medium 

Cyclone Table above! 

20-248
Whiskey End Table

18w x 18d x 22h

Each one of these charming tables will be as different 

as a finger print, as the top is a slice of reclaimed pine 

supported by light-catching hammered iron legs. A 

clear coat finish protects the top from sweating glasses, 

although true whiskey connoisseurs don’t use ice. 
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51-046
Rams Horned Side Table
24w x 24d x 25.5h

Great things come in small packages! The warm 

oak turned horns are braced with metal cuffs to 

support the lightly antiqued mirror top.

40-102
Cardinal End Table

20.5w x 20.5d x 27.5h

A finely wrought tripod base of iron supports 

a sunburst of recycled elm to create a 

substantial, yet delicate, accent table.

72161WA
Recycled Tripod Table
19w x 19d x 25.5h

Reclaimed pine is used for the top of this unique 

table and combined with forged iron legs to make 

for a great accent piece.

72108WA
Personal Martini Table

14w x 18d x 28h

This old elm and steel table is perfect for 

holding a martini or your laptop!
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90-45
Olin Chairside Table
16w x 24d x 30.5h

This oak candlestick table with a tripod cabriole base, has been 

updated with a soft grey finish, making it the perfect addition to 

today’s rooms. The petite size makes it a wonderful solution to 

the age old problem of where to put your favorite libation when 

you are resting in your favorite chair!  

40-82
Lincoln End Table

16w x 16d x 18.5h

Raw recycled elm planks are layered and canted to 

create this rustic end table. Topped with a circle of 

natural blue stone, the earthy tones of this rustic table 

are the perfect foil for today’s neutral interiors.

01-6
Fusion Cube
12w x 12d x 16h

The magical combination of shattered glass and 

teak encased in clear resin creates a stunning 

accent perfect to bring light and style to any 

setting. Don’t hide this beauty under a fern!

7501AC91
Bellmore Entry Table

45w x 22d x 31h

Crafted of solid European oak and based on antique 

forms, this handsome table features turned legs, bun 

feet and two handy solid dovetailed drawers with 

framed panel details and drop pulls. The unique 

burnished European finish to add a sense of age.
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51-058
Hilson End Table
26w x 20d x 28h

Just a curvy little beauty perfect chairside, this charmer has 

a soft cream finish rubbed through to dark wood. The subtle 

dark tones are enhanced by the patina of the drawer pulls and 

the charcoal stretcher. A sweet addition to your home!

7566YM
Palazzo End Table
20.5w x 20.5d x 24h

28856QC
Old Fashioned Martini Table

20.5w x 20.5d x 24h

Small, but mighty, this mahogany table is happy sitting next 

to any chair, and provides an ample surface for a lamp or 

better yet, your favorite martini! The concave shelf adds 

extra utility, while the inlaid snowflake top, with physical 

distressing, makes this a sturdy chairside companion.

7566YN
Palazzo 

End Table
20.5w x 20.5d x 24h

This sweet round table is scaled to tuck between a pair 

of comfy chairs, or to nestle up against your TV chair.  

Crafted of European pine, and featuring slender turned 

legs and a concave shelf, this charmer is available in honey 

pine or chalk white finishes.
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57206YN
Barley Twist Table
30w x 21d x 30h

Charming and classic, this unique barley twist legged 

side table in a chalk finish is just right for an intimate 

entry way. The single drawer has drop pulls, and is big 

enough to contain all the usual household clutter!

7369YN
Gateleg Barley 

Twist Table
30w x 30d x 30h

(16.5w w/ leaf down)

Functionality is a plus, and this charming table has it!  

Featuring a drop leaf which allows it to nestle against 

your sofa, or to stand alone as a round table supported 

by a gate leg, this table is crafted of European pine.  

There is a small dovetailed drawer and is offered in 

chalk white or honey pine.

7369YM
Gateleg Barley Twist Table
30w x 30d x 30h

(16.5w w/ leaf down)
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7482AC91
Bellmore Barley 

Twist Table
30w x 30d x 30h

(16.5w w/ leaf down)

Harkening back to the great homes of England, 

this little European oak beauty features barley 

twist legs and a drop-leaf top. The warm brown 

finish has all the hallmarks of an antique, with 

burnished edges adding a touch of authenticity.
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7595AC91
Vernon Folding Table
45.5w x 31d x 31h

(21.5w w/ leaves down)

Lovingly crafted of European Oak, this stunning 

drop leaf Pembroke table takes its design cues from a 

cherished antique. Delicate tapered legs end in ferules 

and casters and the dovetailed drawer has a beaded 

edge detailing. The European finish has a soft glow, 

and is burnished to give the appearance of antiquity. 

With the leaves up, this is a perfect small table for an 

intimate dinner.

7973I4
Turned Leg Desk

50w x 28d x 31h

What a charmer! This petite mahogany desk 

features elaborately turned legs and a rubbed 

black finish with rust undertones. The two solid 

mahogany dovetailed drawers have old world drop 

pulls that will add detail to any office space..

20-185
RDR Writing Desk
67w x 30d x 31h

Sometimes it’s the quiet ones who make the most 

impact! Gently shaped, this reclaimed pine desk is 

supported by turned balusters with a curved stretcher. 

Meant to serve as a desk, this simple beauty could 

become a favorite design feature when placed in a bay 

window or when serving as a welcoming breakfast table.
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20-246
Darvile Desk
55.5w x 28d x 31h

Sometimes a simple solution is the best one!  

Reclaimed elm is paired with a simple metal frame 

to create an amazingly useful and handsome 

desk. Perfect for students, crafters or day traders, 

ample storage is provided by two shelves. Create 

a personalized work space by placing two desks 

end-to-end or back-to-front! Your friends will have 

desk envy!

20-151
Schiller Desk

54w x 28d x 31h

Utilizing solid oak and iron, this well-

scaled desk is sized just right for today’s 

homes. The top has a soft natural 

finish, and three drawers to hold all 

your “Post-it” notes and stray pens.

20-234
Westcott 
Writing Desk
63w x 31.5d x 31h

Who says you can’t be practical and 

pretty?  This lovely desk is a floating 

oval of soft grey washed reclaimed 

pine supported by a satin finished 

slim stainless steel base. A wide center 

drawer offers practical storage for office 

supplies. But who says that it wouldn’t 

also be perfect for holding your favorite 

beauty potions, transforming this desk 

into an amazing makeup vanity?
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40-114
Arma Crescent Chest
36w x 20d x 34h

Crafted of recycled pine, this handsome chest features a 

charcoal finish with warm chocolate tones. The unique 

concave shape makes this chest beautiful enough to 

stand alone in your foyer, under your favorite painting, 

or to nestle up against your sofa.

40-113
Arma Double 

Crescent Chest
72w x 20d x 38h

A concave profile makes this chest a stunning 

addition to any room, and the charcoal rubbed 

to chocolate finish enhances its design impact. 

Drawers offer plenty of storage, making this 

chest a practical and stylish choice.

40-64
Maze Chest 
of Drawers
63w x 20d x 31.5h

Perched upon a delicate cross stretcher 

metal base, this handsome nine drawer 

chest features a soft black finish on 

recycled pine atop a forged iron base. 

Applied moldings provide geometric 

visual interest to the fronts of the drawers 

and the antiqued brass pulls add a touch 

of contrast.
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40-95
Elmont Chest
35.5w x 20d x 34.5h

Reclaimed pine is used on the face of this stylish 

chest to replicate the muted tones of a stacked stone 

wall, and are enhanced by the soft charcoal finish on 

the sides and top. Supported by an iron bracket base, 

and enhanced by horizontal black metal hardware, 

this handsome cabinet is an eye catching addition to 

any room, and is even more striking in a pair.

40-80
Aslar Chest of Drawers

67.5w x 20d x 39.5h

European in design, with delicately tapered 

iron legs, finely scrolled hardware and an eye-

catching aged white finish rub through, this 

reclaimed pine chest will provide a touch of 

elegance to today’s interiors.

20-092
Keaton Chest
39.5w x 17.5d x 33.5h

Aged to perfection with a rubbed gray finish, this 

classic reclaimed pine chest boasts clipped corners 

accented with fluting and ending in tapered legs. 

Classic rosette pulls ornament the drawers.

Top View
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20-003
Bluestone Top 
Chest of Drawers
42w x 18d x 36h

Solid and stylish, this serpentine chest features a natural 

finish contrasting nicely with the solid bluestone top.

84218
Pine Bowfront Chest

49w x 21.5d x 38.5h

This reclaimed pine chest is a one of a kind piece that 

will make any room stand out. The piece features a 

unique bow front that is pleasing to any eye.

20-209
White Washed 
Bowfront Chest
49w x 21.5d x 38.5h

Perched on bun feet, this lovely bow front chest 

boasts a soft white-washed reclaimed pine finish 

and four spacious drawers. Ring pulls add a touch 

of contrast to this quiet beauty. A lovely piece to 

welcome guests in your entryway, but perfect for any 

place where you need style and storage!
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84224
Small Apothecary Chest
32.5w x 19.5d x 36h

Created from solid reclaimed pine, this handy small 

cabinet works well as a hall cabinet or anywhere you 

need some stylish storage. The dry-brushed white finish 

lets the natural grain shine through.

71169
Medium 

Apothecary Chest
61w x 19.5d x 36h

Timeless design is created in solid reclaimed pine, 

and features cup pulls on the functional dovetailed 

drawers. Mindful of practicality, the top row of 

drawers is shallow, while the rest of the cabinet 

features 6 double depth drawers useful for storing 

everything from linens to toys!

84223
Apothecary Chest

90.5w x 19.5d x 36h

This oversized apothecary cabinet is constructed of reclaimed 

pine timbers and features antiqued drawer pulls.
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4443YM
European Pine Hall Chest
59w x 13d x 41h

Perfectly scaled for small spaces, yet offering lots of style, this 

pretty chest features a delicately scalloped apron and doors. 

The doors feature espagnolette locks, an old world luxury 

with new world practicality. Ample storage is provided, and 

the shelf is removable. Available in both a chalk paint and 

a natural honey finish, this beauty is crafted from European 

reclaimed pine.

4443YN
European Pine Hall Chest

59w x 13d x 41h

10-37
Wanderlust Hall Chest
53.5w x 16d x 47h

This handsome cabinet features a distinctive aged 

finish with complex tones of taupes and soft grays. The 

serpentine frame is accentuated with framed fluted panels 

and drawers. The doors open to reveal ample storage with 

a fixed shelf, making this chest useful as well as being a 

distinctive accent for your home.
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10-02
Whitfield Chest
67.5w x 20d x 39.5h

European in design, with delicately tapered and 

fluted legs, finely scrolled hardware and an eye-

catching aged white finish rubbed through to 

gold leaf accents, this chest will provide a touch 

of elegance to today’s interiors.

10-17
Keating Chest
45w x 17d x 34h

Sweetly adorned with whimsical floral carvings, raised panels 

and central floral cartouche details, the three comodious 

drawers of this well-scaled chest will happily contain 

sweaters, board games or stray phone chargers. Fluted 

chamfered corners flow downwards to tapered feet. Sizable, 

but delicately detailed, this chest can work anywhere practical 

storage is needed but great style is desired!

10-22
Monclair Chest

40w x 18d x 43.5h

Scaled perfectly for a guest room or spacious entry 

way, this charmingly distressed chest features an 

eye-catching finish with tones of ocher and grey. 

Fluted banding and lambs tongue detailing on 

the corners create an illusion of height, and five 

working drawers provide necessary practicality.
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10-27
Whigham Chest
46w x 19d x 34h

This eye-catching chest is deceptively large in size but 

made delicate in appearance by the use of cabriole legs 

and a serpentine apron adorned with floral carvings. The 

antiqued finish combines ocher, grey and cream to create 

a unique and on-trend palette.

10-11
Serendipity Chest

44w x 20d x 32h

With its scalloped apron and fluted pilasters, this 

charming chest is finished with a soft Robin’s egg 

tone aged to perfection. The rosette knobs are 

verdigris and highlight the tones of the cabinet.

20-206
Chateau de 
Chambord Chest
47.5w x 18d x 34h

Not Morse code, the subtle dots and dashes routed 

between the drawers of this chest speak volumes 

about the design impact of this quiet beauty. The 

curved pilasters are also accented by routed details, 

enhancing the charms of this solid reclaimed pine 

chest. The soft gray stain blends beautifully with 

any of today’s stylish interiors.
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20-207
Noir Chest
49.5w x 18d x 34h

It is said that accent furniture is the jewelry of the room, 

and this three drawer pine chest, featuring link detailing 

on the drawer fronts certainly qualifies! Picture frame 

moldings, and the complex mid-tone blue finish, with a 

rub through to soft grey and warm wood tones, further 

highlight this jewel of a chest.

2189BL
Laurel Chest
48w x 22d x 34h

Louis XVI mahogany chest featuring detailed 

hand carvings. Interlaced laurel adorns the two 

locking drawer fronts and side panels. The 

frame corners and extended bottom rail feature 

additional laurel decoration.

2189A08
Infinity Chest

48w x 22d x 34h

Lovingly crafted of solid, hand-carved mahogany, this 

amazing chest perches on delicate trumpet legs. The 

two spacious dove-tailed drawers feature elaborate 

intertwined garland detailing, which is repeated on the 

side panels. A simple Greek key routed design on the 

top provides a quiet counterpoint to the exuberance of 

the carved details. Soft Swedish grey paint is rubbed 

through to the mahogany below, and enhances the 

play of light across the exquisite carvings.
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51-030
Adaleya Chest
39w x 15.5d x 32h

Deco charm abounds on this classically simple chest 

with applied geometric detailing on the drawers. The 

soft gray paint is rubbed through to a warm honey 

base and the cream top provides gentle contrast.

51-013
Emma Lou Chest

36w x 17d x 35h

Faux-bamboo turnings are used to highlight the delicate 

lines of this charming three drawer chest. The rubbed 

paint is gently contrasted by the natural wood top.
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51-060
Large Field Chest
44w x 21d x 32h

Standing on its tip toes, this well scaled chest has turned 

legs which lead your eye up to the rounded pilasters.  

The three generous drawers have an eye catching detail 

created by floating metal mesh just above the drawer 

fronts to create a subtle changing pattern which makes 

you do a double take.  Soft cream and brown tones 

blend to create a finish which plays well with others.

51-056W
White Berkley Chest
48w x 25d x 35h

White paint is gently distressed to warm wood 

to highlight the subtle curves of this serpentine 

chest. The three generous drawers feature 

simple rosette pulls in antique bronze.

51-043
Delilah Chest

38.5w x 18d x 33.5h

Quietly stunning, the deco lines of this graceful chest 

are enhanced by the beaded detailing and carved bands 

accenting the top rail and drawer.  The soft gray finish 

has a dry brushed appearance and blends well with 

many stylish palettes.
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51-036
Cario Small Chest of 
Drawers
24w x 15.5d x 28h

Simple elegance is created by the contrast of oak grain 

highlighted by a light white wash with the gleam of an 

antiqued mirror on the top of this charming chest. The 

convex shape is accented by the gallery edge and the 

drawers are punctuated by rosette pulls.

51-006
Farrow Chest

26w x 14d x 30h

What a quiet beauty this small chest is! The scale makes 

it perfect as an accent anywhere in your home. The 

soft gray finish blends beautifully with today’s neutral 

palette, while also providing a lovely contrast to darker 

woods. The top features an antiqued mirror, providing a 

touch of glitz and a lot of practicality.

51-052
Small Gilmer Chest
31.5w x 16d x 31h

Perfectly scaled for smaller rooms, this cottage styled 

chest features raised panels and applied moldings on 

the drawers. The soft cream distressed paint finish is 

contrasted by the natural wood top.
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51-051
Large Gilmer Chest

49w x 20d x 36h

This handsome chest features lovingly distressed 

cream paint and a warm natural wood top. 

Raised panel sides, fluted pilasters and carved 

moldings on the drawers provide visual charm 

to this commodious chest of drawers.
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90-42
Binx Coffee Table
39.5w x 39.5d x 18h

What is old is new again. Reinterpreted with a 

soft grey finish, this charming oak coffee table 

features slender turned legs and a unique shaped 

shelf with natural golden caning. A light touch of 

sophistication and an updated nod to the past.

30-01
Octagonal Coffee Table

40.5w x 40.5d x 18h

Diamonds are a girl’s best friend, especially when 

crafted of reclaimed elm and scaled to be the 

most amazing coffee table! The facetted planes 

are finished with a subtle brushed white glaze 

which highlights the pattern of the grain. A truly 

outstanding accent for any interior.
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20-148
Pruitt Side Table
23.5w x 20d x 17h

A unique, multi-purpose side table which is perfect 

alone, or bunched in front of a sofa, this stunner 

features a shark grey top grain leather top. The 

simple base is crafted of satin gold-toned metal

20-045
Clover Cocktail Table

38w x 38d x 16h

What good luck you will have when you 

place this four leaf clover table crafted of oak 

and iron in your home! The mitered top is 

highlighted with a soft gray finish and the 

iron stretcher base doubles your good fortune.
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01-13
Hewlett Cocktail Table
31.5w x 31.5d x 18h

Reclaimed teak timbers, some still showing vestigial 

remains of paint, combined with faux concrete panels, 

form a small but sturdy cocktail table which is perfect 

alone, but can be bunched for huge impact. We made it 

easy to use by the addition of casters.

40-83
Lincoln Coffee Table

52w x 31d x 18h

A new slant on reclaimed elm, this handsome 

coffee table provides ample storage in two 

drawers at its base. The play of light and 

shadow on the base is enhanced by the swirls 

of earth tones in the blue stone top. Truly a 

handsome addition to any setting.

01-14
Lynbrook Storage Coffee 
Table
39.5w x 39.5d x 14.5h

This unique teak cocktail table has a secret! Floating above 

a black plinth base, the table features two hidden storage 

drawers! Concealed hand holds allow you to pull out the 

drawers with ease. Perfect for hiding remotes, throws, and 

your favorite TV time snacks.

01-9
Crosstie Cocktail Table

59w x 26d x 18h

Hop aboard the style train and ride in first 

class when you bring this handsome table 

crafted from reclaimed sleepers. Scaled to 

astonish, this simple table takes a page from 

the “Less is more” school of design.
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40-86HG
Holland Grey 
Cortado Coffee Table
50w x 31d x 21h

Perfect for Goldilocks’ home, this stunning table is not 

too big and not too small! Curvy stretchers bracket cup 

and ball turned legs and a soft grey rubbed finish on 

reclaimed pine completes the stylish design.

72039WA
Old Pine 
Baluster 

Coffee Table
71w x 47d x 18.5h

Solid old pine balusters support 

the generous expanse of this large-

scale coffee table with an added 

storage shelf underneath

71327
Pamlico Coffee Table
47w x 47d x 16h

Built of reclaimed old elm and protected with a 

clear coat finish, this coffee table features ample 

shelf storage below.
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91-018
Vamp Cocktail Ottoman

47.5w x 24d x 17h

The practical nature of a performance velvet makes the 

deeply tufted top the perfect place to rest your feet. 

Additional practicality is offered by the bottom shelf, 

making this oak cocktail table a welcome addition to a 

family room or a more formal living area.  
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30-07
Cairo End Table
23.5w x 23.5d x 23.5h

Every room needs some “X” appeal, and this 

unique geometric rendition is crafted from 

reclaimed elm with a subtle brushed white finish 

accented with a fine gold metal inlay.

30-08
Cairo Cocktail Table

37.5w x 37.5d x 17h

Bold, yet refined, this arresting cocktail table blends 

soft black and light grey glazes to highlight the 

reclaimed elm grain. The unique shape is outlined with 

a slender golden metal inlay. The simple geometry 

makes this a handsome addition to your interior.

Top View

51526
Zebra Stool
18.5w x 18.5d x 20h

The traditional carved details and tapered 

legs of this charming oak footstool are given 

new life with the soft white finish and unique 

stenciled cowhide upholstery. Who says a 

zebra can’t change its stripes?

51533
Large Zebra 

Cocktail Table
51w x 31d x 20.5h

Graphic and stylish, this handsome oak 

cocktail ottoman is the perfect way to bring 

an on trend animal motif into your design 

scheme.  The stenciled hair on hide upholstery 

makes a durable and comfortable place to rest 

your feet while you watch “Out of Africa”
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30-04
Mocha Lamp Table
20w x 20d x 22h

Like your favorite latte, this cylindrical table blends tones 

of chocolate and coffee on reclaimed elm. The mitered 

top is highlighted with a thin band of gold metal and the 

inset base echoes the golden tones. Certainly your favorite 

chair deserves such a stylish sidekick!

30-05
Mocha Coffee Table

39.5w x 39.5d x 18h

Streamlined geometry makes this coffee table a stylish 

addition to any room. The circular top is enhanced with a 

mitered reclaimed elm top and a thin golden band, and the 

whole rests atop a golden plinth base. The warm brown 

tones blend beautifully with today’s interiors.

Top View

20-033
Sunburst Coffee Table

47.5w x 47.5d x 16h

The sun will come out today and tomorrow, and every day 

after when you light up your room with this stylishly simple 

table with a sunburst top crafted from reclaimed pine strips.

20-032
Sunburst Side Table
24w x 24d x 24h

Reclaimed and refined, this simple drum table 

features a sunburst top created by tapered pieces 

of reclaimed pine.

Top View
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40-111
Phoenix End Table
22w x 22d x 23h

Hand forged iron with a lightly hammered texture 

creates the unusual pedestal base of this well-scaled 

table. A soft grey glaze enhances the mitered reclaimed 

pine top, and light burnishing highlights the iron base. 

A classic form reinvented to shine in today’s interiors.

40-112
Phoenix 

Oval Coffee Table
52w x 26d x 18h

Duncan Phyfe’s bespoke table is reinvented by the use of 

forged hammered iron for the pedestal and a mitered reclimed 

pine top. Compelling visual interest is provided by a soft grey 

wash on the top and hand burnishing on the base.

Top View

40-105
Dartington End Table
28w x 20d x 28h

Rising on delicate iron legs, this striking two drawer 

reclaimed pine end table features a geometric 

honeycomb lattice detail on the front. The matte 

black finish is lightly rubbed to highlight the details.

40-107
Dartington 
Coffee Table

55w x 31.5d x 18h

Almost too pretty to put your feet up on, 

this reclaimed pine coffee table features 

two drawers and a honeycomb design is 

highlighted by light distressing.
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51-035
Sunbury Coffee Table

42w x 42d x 18h

Linear and elegant, the intersecting gold metal 

elements support a lightly antiqued round silver 

mirror to create a coffee table with all the style of a 

Tiffany solitaire. Who would say, “No,” to this beauty?

51-034
Bray Round Table
24w x 24d x 24h

Refined and elegant, this simple round end table 

features lightly antiqued mirror rounds supported by 

slightly distressed gold metal elements. Less is more!
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20-177
Erabella Side Table
20w x 20d x 24h

Echoing the light catching links of a gold bracelet, the 

sturdy iron base of this stunning end table supports 

a round of solid bluestone, making it an unusual and 

fashionable addition to your home.

20-176
Erabella Coffee Table

39w x 39d x 18.5h

Taking its cues from today’s high fashion jewelry which 

combines organic stones with burnished metals, this 

stunning table features an eye catching frame of crimped 

iron with a satin gold finish and a solid bluestone top.

Top View
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72313
Old Pine and 
Bluestone Side Table
24w x 24d x 20h

Constructed with a sturdy trestle base and a solid 

bluestone top, this end table is created from reclaimed fir.

The hand-crafted design brings a welcome touch of both 

old and new to your room.
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70593
Industrial End Table
19w x 19d x 24h

The reclaimed elm top is supported by a unique 

basket weave of steel creating a table which is a stylish 

statement for any room.

20-036
Ringling Coffee Table

43w x 43d x 18.5h

Utilizing steel strapping to emulate basket weaving 

and combining it with a reclaimed elm top, this 

table is perfect for many of today’s eclectic interiors.

72312
Old Pine and 

Bluestone Coffee 
Table

55w x 31.5d x 18h

Constructed with a sturdy trestle base 

and a solid bluestone top, this coffee table 

is created from reclaimed fir. The hand-

crafted design brings a welcome touch of 

both old and new to your room.
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33204H
Bluestone Top Side Table
24w x 24d x 24h

33201H
Bluestone Top Console
55w x 16d x 34h

Urban industrial chic accents provide sturdy and stylish 

utility, with planked shelves, wrought iron corner braces 

and solid reclaimed pine framing an inlayed bluestone 

top.

33207H
Bluestone 

Top Coffee Table
51w x 27.5d x 18h
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70063
Antique Coffee Bench
56w x 24d x 21.5h

Collected from Chinese villages, this antique elm 

“coffee bench” features sturdy construction and 

three working drawers. Because it is a “found” 

object, the size will vary, but the charm will not!

70150
Butcher Table

78w x 20d x 33.5h

Antique frames and reclaimed 

elm are used to fashion this three 

drawer butcher table. Each table is 

unique and measurements will vary.
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40-101
Solon End Table
24w x 24d x 22.5h

Floating on delicate tapered legs crafted of burnished 

iron, the antiqued mirror top of this lovely table will 

make light dance through your room. A truly lovely 

addition to your home.

40-100
Solon Coffee Table

40w x 40d x 18h

This gem melds raw, burnished iron with delicate 

saber legs and curved stretcher base with gently 

antiqued mirror in an exquisite design sure to be 

the focal point of the most sophisticated décor.

40-99
Solon Console
67w x 15.5d x 32.5h

Exquisitely sleek, with slender saber legs 

and finely wrought curved stretchers, yet 

grounded by the unique burnished iron 

finish, this console is sure to become a 

personal favorite.

Top View
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33204H
Bluestone Top Side Table
24w x 24d x 24h

20-196
Preseli End Table
20w x 20d x 20h

The perfect partner to any chair or sofa, this simply 

handsome end table features metal base which are 

angled to lighten the profile, and a solid bluestone top 

which is polished to glow under your favorite lamp.

20-195
Preseli Coffee Table

55w x 31.5d x 16h

Well scaled and simply designed, this 

handsome coffee table epitomizes the 

design axiom “Less is More.” Blending 

together the colors of Mother Earth, the 

simple slice of bluestone and metal base 

provides a quiet accent to any interior.

20-194
Preseli Console
47.5w x 16d x 32h

Stripped to the most essential elements, this 

stunning console features a metal base which is 

further lightened by angling the legs to reduce 

their profile. The simple slab of natural bluestone 

incorporates neutral tones of grays and browns, 

making it the perfect choice for any palette.

Top View
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20-163
Paradox End Table
24w x 24d x 24h

Each table top is sealed and uniquely crafted of 

reclaimed pine in a variety of tones, and is carefully 

pieced to create this eye-catching geometric pattern. 

The metal base has a textured grey and black finish 

and canted legs for visual interest.

20-162
Paradox Coffee Table

57w x 31.5d x 18h

Honey and greige wood tones combine 

to create an on trend and unique three 

dimensional pattern on this sealed, 

reclaimed pine top. The slim metal 

base features canted legs, and a sturdy 

stretcher base. Watch out for the quiet 

ones, they pack the most punch!

20-161
Paradox Console
71w x 20d x 33.5h

Uniquely styled with angled legs to 

enhance the slender profile, this spare 

and arresting console features a sealed, 

three dimensional reclaimed pine top. 

The metal frame has a spattered grey 

and black finish, and the wood top is 

sealed with a family friendly clear coat.

Top View
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20-098
Coldiron Console

71w x 20d x 33.5h

Recalling the elegant floors of stylish 

salons, the elm parquet top features a 

clear coat finish for ease of use. The 

simple base is sturdy iron.

20-097
Coldiron End Table
23.5w x 23.5d x 23.5h

Simple elm parquet panels are supported by sturdy 

iron legs and stretchers on this handsome end table. 

Sealed with a clear coat, this table is sure to be a 

family favorite.

20-095
Coldiron Cocktail Table

57w x 31.5d x 18h

Diagonally aligned parquet panels provide an 

eye-catching accent to the simple iron base of this 

streamlined cocktail table. With a sealed elm top, 

this table is sure to be a family favorite.

20-096
Coldiron Round Coffee Table
36w x 36d x 18h

Parquet panels are encircled by a ring of elm on this stylish table 

made family friendly by the application of a clear coat finish.

Top View
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40-109
Watson End Table
24w x 24d x 24h

Circular disks of mitered pine are banded with 

galvanized iron to create this quietly eye-catching end 

table. Sealed with a clear coat, this table is sure to 

be a family favorite. The slender tapered legs end in 

distinctive ferrules, enhancing the quiet charm of this 

well-scaled table.

40-108
Watson Coffee Table

32w x 32d x 21h

A soft light grey wash highlights the concentric 

circular sunburst pattern of this eye-catching table.  

Constructed of pine with galvanized iron banding 

which extends to create unique ferrules on the tapered 

legs, this table is perfect for a softened industrial or 

timeless farmhouse interior. Sealed with a clear coat, 

this table is sure to be a family favorite.

40-110
Watson Console
55w x 19.5d x 32h

This slender demilune console is crafted of pine enhanced 

with a soft grey wash. Sealed with a clear coat, this table 

is sure to be a family favorite. The iron banding and 

ferrules are lightened with a subtle patina, making this 

table a perfect choice for today’s neutral palettes.

Top View
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20-054
Axiom Side Table
22w x 22d x 21.5h

Made you look! This streamlined collection features a 

shiny stainless steel base cleverly designed to appear 

as if the grey washed oak top is levitating above it. 

Sealed with a clear coat, this table is sure to be a 

family favorite. A stylish and magical accent for your 

home!

20-056
Axiom Coffee Table

55w x 31.5d x 17.5h

Made you look! This streamlined collection 

features a shiny stainless steel base cleverly 

designed to appear as if the grey washed oak 

top is levitating above it. Sealed with a clear 

coat, this table is sure to be a family favorite. 

A stylish and magical accent for your home!

20-055
Axiom Console
54w x 16d x 32.5h

Made you look! This streamlined collection 

features a shiny stainless steel base cleverly 

designed to appear as if the grey washed oak 

top is levitating above it. Sealed with a clear 

coat, this table is sure to be a family favorite. 

A stylish and magical accent for your home!
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64103
Kerala Coffee Table

41.5w x 40d x 17h

Similar to capturing the majesty of the Grand Canyon in your 

home, this teak root table is a piece of nature transformed into 

a piece of furniture which will function as a piece of art in your 

home. Each piece is uniquely individual and comes with glass.

64104TK
Kerala Cocktail Table

48.5w x 24.5d x 16h

64029
Cold Springs Teak Coffee Table

47w x 33d x 16h

This teak root creates unique patterns and shapes on this dramatic table, 

while the hand-applied soft white finish provides the appearance of having 

spent time in the great outdoors. 
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64102TK
Small Kerala Console
49w x 17d x 32h

Mother Nature’s fingerprint is realized as a 

sophisticated console perfect for any setting where a 

stunning artistic touch is required. Crafted from teak 

root, and softly colored in tones of cream and ochre, 

each piece will be unique to you and comes with glass.

64101TK
Large Kerala 

Console
79.5w x 28.5d x 33.5h

The mysteries of nature captured in a 

single amazing piece of furniture. Teak 

root is sliced and left in its soft natural 

tones to create a console which belies 

description, but just know that it will 

dazzle in your home topped with glass.
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20-114
White Marble Side Table
23.5w x 23.5d x 23.5h

Any lamp will shine brighter just because it is so 

delighted to be placed on this elegant end table of oak 

and gleaming white marble.

20-116
White Marble Coffee Table

30w x 30d x 18h

Smaller in scale to enhance an intimate seating 

group, this oak table with solid white marble will 

shine as the center piece of your room.

20-115
White Marble Console
50w x 14d x 36h

X marks the spot where you will want 

to place this stunning console! Crafted 

from light oak and solid white marble, the 

geometric simplicity provides a large dose of 

stylish visual impact for any space.

Top View
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40-128
Arched 
Cathedral Console
72.5w x 16d x 32h

Check your art history notebook, I know 

you have a sketch of this somewhere! 

Drawing divine inspiration from the Gothic 

cathedrals of Europe, this stunning console 

is constructed of layers of carefully cut 

recycled pine. There is a sense of depth and 

heft which emulates the moldings of those 

age old windows. What a striking accent for 

your home!

CF121
Cross Chic Console
76w x 27d x 36h

Reclaimed pine planking rests atop a 

sleek and stylish washed x-cross base. 

When paired with counter height stools, 

this console transforms into a beautiful 

desk or counter height table.

72077
Bracket Console

72.5w x 16.5d x 34.5h

Simply classic, this reclaimed pine bracket 

console is surprisingly versatile! Use this 

to anchor a flat screen TV, to display 

your family heirlooms or place two back-

to-back for all of your catering needs!
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90-32
Spartan Sideboard
64w x 17d x 33.5h

Gracefully crafted in reclaimed oak with 

a dry brush cocoa finish, this sideboard is 

highlighted with carved floral designs. An 

air of practicality is added by the slightly 

concave shelf with stretches between the 

delicately tapered legs and the three useful 

drawers with a faux lock. Perfect for your 

foyer, this beauty would also be perfect 

under a wall mounted TV!

28757AB30
Narrow Console

58w x 11d x 33h

Long and narrow, and perfect for tight spaces 

desperate for a touch of style, this solid 

mahogany beauty has a lightly distressed finish.  

Fluted columnar legs are collared and end in 

delicate bun feet. Two drawers are perfect for 

your keys, the “Lego” you just stepped on, or 

your carry out menus.

57041YM
Sindu Narrow Console
58w x 11d x 33h

Perfect for catching your keys and mail at the 

front door, this slender European pine console 

has a bullnose top with clipped corners. The 

slatted bottom shelf is just the place for books 

or boots, and the two drawers are just the thing 

for stamps and the extra set of keys.
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51-063
Greenleaf Console
63w x 13d x 34h

They say you can never be too rich or 

too thin and this faux bamboo beauty is a 

perfect example of how being thin can be a 

great asset - when one is a console! Perfect 

for use in smaller foyers and in tight 

spaces where storage is at a premium, this 

mahogany console is a quiet beauty with its 

soft cream finish and natural wood top.

90-44
Thackery Console
50w x 16.5d x 30h

Quiet beauty and practical, too! This streamlined 

oak console features a champagne finish on the 

finely wrought metal frame. A unique lattice 

pattern is created on the wooden top, and the top 

and shelf are finished in a soft old world finish. A 

glowing bit of beauty for any room.

51-016
Evanston Console

63w x 12d x 32h

This small scale, mahogany console 

provides a big design punch to 

any space, incorporating gentle 

arches supported by fluted columns. 

Additional visual interest is created by 

the use of a soft distressed cream paint 

accented with natural wood shelving.
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20-204
D’Amboise Console
71w x 16d x 31.5h

Versatile enough to serve as a breakfast bar, 

media console or the resting place for your 

keys, this console boasts a metal wrapped 

top which features a gently mottled finish.  

The reclaimed pine boast varied rubbed-

through grey tones, and the industrial tone 

is amplified by the use of a metal stretcher.

20-203
Orbach Console

71w x 16d x 32.5h

Unique lyre back styled pedestals 

provide visual interest for this well 

scaled reclaimed pine console with 

a distressed grey green rubbed 

finish. Whether used in an entry to 

anchor a fabulous work of art, or in 

a family room under the TV, this is 

a stylish addition to any room.

20-198
Fringe Console
71.5w x 16d x 32h

Jacobean turnings and carvings make 

this freestanding reclaimed pine console 

distinctive and stylish. The warm gray finish 

is lightly distressed to reveal the honey pine. 

While it is okay with being placed behind a 

sofa, this charming console is also happy to 

be the star of your room!
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40-68
Squires Hall Table
58w x 19d x 36h

Quietly elegant, this charming reclaimed 

pine console perches on slender turned 

and fluted legs which give it a refined 

appearance belying its design impact. 

Finished in a lightly distressed chalky 

black, this brickfront beauty has three 

drawers, making it the perfect place to hide 

your keys and the gloves you can’t find.
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Servers, Sideboards, Cabinets 
& Display Cases
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40-106
Dartington Cabinet
43.5w x 20d x 32h

What a stunning piece for your entry, or even under a 

TV! This handsome cabinet sits atop a hammered iron 

base and features ample storage behind the honeycomb 

tracery doors, with a fixed shelf spanning the interior.

40-66
Chips Chest
47w x 19d x 33.5h

The simple recycled elm frame of this chest is 

suppported by a subtle black metal base and enlivened 

by an arresting sunburst design on the door fronts.  

Hammered pulls enchance the textural interest of this 

handsome chest. Stunning on its own, imagine the 

impact a pair would have in your home!

40-117
Golden Wave Chest

42.5w x 20d x 33h

WOW! Where to start? Resting on a gold 

metal base, this server has a black finished pine 

frame with lovely warm brown planked doors. 

Undulating ribbons of brass flow across the front, 

catching light, AND your eye. Additional light 

play is provided by the small hand hammered 

nail heads on the ribbons. The doors open with 

touch hinges, revealing a storage shelf.
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28741QC
Benjamin Cabinet
42.5w x 12.5d x 39h

A multi-purpose, decorative cabinet of narrow 

depth appropriate for storage throughout the 

house. This mahogany cabinet features hand 

inlaid diamond parquetry on its doors and top.

2404YN
Cabria Narrow Cabinet
42w x 12.5d x 39h

Shallow enough to fit into any space, this charming 

cabinet is constructed of European pine with a white 

washed finish. The simple pilaster front features two 

raised panel doors and beaded edge drawers with 

classic bale pulls. This quiet beauty offers ample storage 

behind the doors, with a full width shelf. Also available 

in a honey pine finish as seen below.

2404YM
Cabria Narrow Cabinet

42w x 12.5d x 39h
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40-74BLK
Charcoal 
Emporium Chamber
58w x 19d x 50h

Rising to new heights, storage has never looked 

better than when provided by this distressed black, 

reclaimed pine cabinet with fluted door panels and 

a shaped gallery. Behind the framed doors are two 

drawers and two removable shelves.

51-045
Grand Cabinet
57w x 21d x 42h

Versatile and lovely, this reclaimed pine cabinet would 

be happy in your dining room, entry way, or under a TV 

in your family room. The neutral paint finish is lightly 

antiqued, and the top is left natural with a clear coat finish.

40-74
Ivy White 

Emporium Chamber
58w x 19d x 50h

Rising to new heights, storage has never looked 

better than when provided by this distressed cream, 

reclaimed pine cabinet with fluted door panels and 

a shaped gallery. Behind the framed doors are two 

drawers and two removable shelves.
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20-121
Stratus Sideboard
72w x 22d x 42.5h

Generously scaled to hold all your entertaining 

supplies, this reclaimed pine cabinet has a fixed 

shelf behind the large framed doors. The ravages 

of time are lovingly replicated by the gray finish.

57079YN
Cambridge Server
65w x 23d x 43h

Traditional Jacobean details of sturdy 

turned legs and bun feet are updated in this 

handsome server crafted from European 

pine. Lightened up for today’s homes, 

this server features a useful bottom shelf 

and three drawers, making it a pretty and 

practical choice for any room.

57079YM
Cambridge Server

65w x 23d x 43h

Traditional Jacobean details of sturdy 

turned legs and bun feet are updated in this 

handsome server crafted from European pine. 

Lightened up for today’s homes, this server 

features a useful bottom shelf and three 

drawers, making it a pretty and practical 

choice for any room.
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20-130WB
Washed Blue 
Briquette Sideboard
79w x 16.5d x 36h

Picture frame moldings highlight doors with 

working locks, and the interior opens to 

commodious storage with a removable shelf 

in each opening. The soft blue grey finish has 

been gently rubbed to both reflect the passing 

of time and to reveal the solid pine below.

4781YN
Lanolin Server
65w x 20d x 41h

Versatility personified, this charming white washed, 

reclaimed pine server is at home in your dining room, 

mud room, or under a TV! Crafted from reclaimed 

European pine, and featuring Espagnolette locks on the 

framed doors, there is a fixed full width shelf within the 

cabinet.

4781YN
Lanolin Server

65w x 20d x 41h

Versatility personified, this charming honey, 

reclaimed pine server is at home in your dining 

room, mud room, or under a TV! Crafted 

from reclaimed European pine, and featuring 

Espagnolette locks on the framed doors, there is 

a fixed full width shelf within the cabinet.
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40-51
Bonnor Sideboard
72w x 22d x 40h

Crafted of reclaimed pine with a soft grey 

wash, this handsome curved sideboard is 

adorned with a distinctive iron overlay which 

creates an eye-catching play of shadows 

across the front. Delicate saber legs enhance 

the refined lines of this endearing sideboard.

51-068
Dovecote Two 
Door Server
63w x 16.5d x 33.5h

Versatile storage is provided by 

this charming reclaimed pine server 

with metal grading and a full width 

fixed shelf in the interior. Whether 

utilized for storage in a dining 

room or under the big TV in your 

family room, this is sure to be 

treasured for years to come.

40-50
Watson Sideboard

50w x 19d x 38h

This oversized demi-lune, reclaimed pine cabinet perches on 

delicate turned feet, and features a subtle mitered design on 

the door fronts which is highlighted by the sandblasted soft 

grey finish. There is a removable shelf behind each door, 

making this perfect for a dining room, but equally happy in 

your entry way or living room. Somehow, this piece seems 

to be waiting for a huge floral arrangement of lovely white 

tulips, but it will be stunning however it is accessorized.
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51-069
Sgraffito Buffet
83w x 20d x 35h

Generously scaled with ample storage inside, this 

handsome oak buffet features distinctive raised 

moldings on the doors. The natural wood finish 

is left unadorned on the top and the rest of the 

cabinet is enhanced with a dark charcoal rub.

40-96
Bendale Server

74w x 20.5d x 35.5h

Quietly beautiful, this handsome, recleimed 

pine server features canted corners and a 

simple geometric framing detail on the door 

fronts. The spacious interior has an adjustable 

shelf behind each door, and the recycled pine 

exterior is softly washed with grey.

20-193
Zinci Sideboard
77w x 18d x 32h

Recalling the low and lean details of mid-century 

design, this side board is made visually arresting 

by the use of cleverly angled pine framing and 

lightly antiqued zinc metal inserts. Ample storage 

is provided inside, with a removable shelf behind 

each pair of doors. Dress up your dining room or 

make a stunning statement in any room with this 

honey toned beauty.
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20-046
Large Old 
Elm Sideboard
90.5w x 16d x 33.5h

Providing both ample storage and ample 

style, this reclaimed old elm sideboard 

will be at home in a dining room, but 

also would work well as a media console 

for today’s larger TVs. There is a shelf 

behind each pair of doors.

20-038
Single Old 
Elm Cabinet
31.5w x 16d x 33.5h

This reclaimed elm cabinet is perfect for your 

foyer, bedroom, or anywhere you need some extra 

attention. The cabinet features a dovetailed drawer 

and the doors conceal a fixed shelf.

71061
Old Elm Sideboard

59w x 16d x 33.5h
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20-015
Kingsley Sideboard

74w x 20d x 36.5h

Quietly elegant with concave curved ends 

and gently arched applied panels on each 

door, this reclaimed pine sideboard offers 

substantial storage with a shelf behind each 

door. Perfect beneith a piece of art, it also 

welcomes a big screen TV, making this 

cabinet a great fit in many rooms.

40-41
Bevan Server
87w x 16d x 36h

Grandly scaled and beautifully detailed, 

this unique sideboard features scalloped 

doors which are inset into the reclaimed 

pine frame. The sandblased soft white paint 

highlights the curved moldings on the 

doors, which open to reveal a removable 

shelf inside each spacious cavity.

20-047
Reclaimed
Merchant Sideboard
71w x 22d x 36h

Reclaimed pine is given a truly unique look 

when it is glazed with a light coat of gray and 

then wire brushed. The top of this cabinet 

reinforces the appearance of antiquity with its 

gray paint, which is worn away in all the right 

places. The rectangular antique brass handles 

are an unexpected and welcome accent.
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70452
Paleo Sideboard

61.5w x 18d x 37.5h

Featuring a lovely teal blue rubbed finish, 

this reclaimed elm sideboard is the perfect 

addition to any room. With a fixed shelf 

inside each door, the ample storage in 

undeniable.  
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20-189
Adelaide Sideboard
71w x 18d x 38h

A soft black wash adds character to this 

handsome reclaimed pine sideboard, enhancing 

the unique patterns of knots and grain. The 

drawers add practical storage and the doors 

conceal a removable shelf in each side. Antique 

brass ring pulls add a soft touch of elegance.
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20-208
Loire Valley
Double Buffet
83w x 20.5d x 37h

What appears to be drawers on the base 

of this double buffet are really practical 

doors with faux-drawer detailing. The top 

of the buffet has dovetailed drawers above 

the rope carving and barley twist columns 

are anchored by a solid bracket base. The 

reclaimed pine buffet features a soft gray 

paint that has the beautiful patina of age.

20-201
Blois Sideboard

71w x 18d x 34h

Angular moldings enhance each door 

panel of this commodious, reclaimed pine 

sideboard, evoking age old designs of the 

mysterious East. The mid-tone rubbed 

blue and grey finish has hints of warm 

wood showing through, and the hardware 

is accented with a verdigris patina. 

Providing ample storage, there are two 

storage shelves behind the doors.

10-01
Wanderlust Buffet
64.5w x 20d x 36h

This elegant buffet provides a sophisticated 

European accent for any room. Featuring a 

finish reminiscent of the subtle colorations 

of a fine Fortuny silk with soft cream, 

ochre, and gray tones blended together, 

this buffet offers generous storage within 

its gray painted interior.
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40-65
Xennial Cabinet
84w x 22d x 36h

Eye catching contrast is provided by 

the white washed elm finish and the 

uniquely shaped black drop pulls.  

Resting on a wooden base with slender 

turned legs, this cabinet offers tons of 

storage with drawers and a removable 

shelf behind each door.
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40-46
Mallory Sideboard

72w x 18.5d x 40.5h

Star power abounds in this eye-catching 

sideboard crafted of reclaimed pine. The base, 

door frames and finely wrought compass 

details are created from iron and add a 

sophisticated touch of graphic interest to this 

well-scaled beauty. Behind each pair of doors is 

commodious storage with a removable shelf.
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40-126
Wavelet Server
84w x 18.5d x 37h

40-127
Small Wavelet Server

42.5w x 18.5d x 37h

Pleated and pleasing, this distinctive server is crafted 

from reclaimed pine planed to create an eye-catching 

pattern on the soft close doors. The soft chocolate 

finish allows the beauty of the grain to shine through, 

especially where light touches. Unique iron handles have 

wooden centers, and the whole rests on a iron sled base. 

There is ample storage for all your wares within the 

cabinet, with a fixed shelf to help keep it organized,

40-124
Van Pelt 
Narrow Sideboard
87w x 13d x 35h

Lightly perched upon a mid-century inspired 

iron base, the reclaimed pine sideboard is 

finished in a soft cocoa tone. The two pairs of 

herringbone patterned doors feature soft close 

hinges and stylishly extended iron pulls. with 

two removable shelves. The spacious interior 

is painted a soft white to allow you to find all 

the special things you have stuffed inside.
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40-26
Grant Sideboard
78w x 20d x 35.5h

Individually applied blocks of reclaimed elm 

are used to create the eye-catching basket 

weave pattern on the front of this unique 

cabinet which doubles as a work of art for 

your home. Not just a pretty face, behind 

the doors is tons of storage and a shelf and 

the iron handles match the four iron legs.
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40-94
Calvery Sideboard

84w x 23d x 32.5h

A most striking design statement, this 

sideboard sports a unique textured surface, 

reminiscent of a pebble path, created by 

angled pyramids of reclaimed pine. Two 

pairs of touch open doors reveal a creamy 

interior with a shelf behind each pair. Soft 

wood and grey tones are highlighted by 

the play of light across the face of this 

handsome sideboard, ensuring that it will 

have a huge design impact in your space.
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30-03
Admiral Halsey Server
81w x 20d x 35h

Sleekly styled, this handsome server is 

constructed from reclaimed elm, with a 

distinctive shattered pattern created by gold 

toned poplar inlays. Gold toned flared legs 

and conical gold pulls provide additional 

brightness. Soft close doors and a removable 

shelf on each side make this server not only 

stylish, but very useful for containing clutter 

or treasured possessions.

30-02
Lucy’s 
Diamond Sideboard
76w x 20d x 35h

This stunning, reclaimed pine sideboard has 

a unique beveled wooden gallery frame which 

extends down to a golden sled base. The doors 

are detailed with mitered panels highlighted with 

a brushed black glaze and a eye-catching golden 

diamond inlay. The soft close doors conceal a 

removable shelf on the interior.

30-06
Ameer Shelf

37w x 13.5d x 70h

Chocolate washed reclaimed pine boxes stack 

up to create a unique étagère perfect alone, and 

simply stunning when paired. The warm golden 

frame provides a touch of glam perfect for any 

room. A work of art alone, you don’t even have 

to rush out to get new knick-knacks!
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20-233
Barrett Five Drawer Server

106.5w x 14.5d x 35.5h

Stretching to an eye-catching length, and supported by unique solid lyre shaped trestles, this handsome server 

is crafted from reclaimed pine. Boasting a physically distressed finish hinting of countless years of loving use, 

this beauty has a rubbed black base and a warm brown top. Perfect for those immense TVs which get snuck 

into your home, or for anchoring a treasured work of art, this handsome beauty has five drawers; making it 

both stunning and practical.
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40-123
Melange Media Server
94.5w x 19d x 30h

Mixed media for your multi media! Stretching to 

an impressive length, making it perfect for that 

TV that got snuck into the house, this handsome 

reclaimed pine server is supported by a sleek 

gold-toned iron frame. The exterior frame is 

stained black to highlight the unique geometric 

paneled doors. Small nail heads adorn the golden 

metal panels and inlays, catching light and 

creating additional visual interest.90-41
Rock Creek Server

71w x 17.5d x 33.5h

Taking design cues from high end fashion 

seen on trending runways, this stunning 

sideboard features a pop of hair on hide 

and metal accents. The iron frame and cross 

stretcher base compliment the warm tones 

of the hide covered soft touch doors. Hand 

applied nail trim repeats the light catching 

glow of the iron frame. A soft grey glaze 

covers the sides and top, and the interior is 

brightened with a soft white paint.
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72128WABLK
Old Pine Drawer Bank

114w x 21.5d x 35.5h

A real show-stopper, this classic piece has been a hallmark of our line for years! Solidly 

constructed of old pine, and gently washed with a black glaze, this piece will become the 

focal point of your home, as well.

40-33
Alasse Sideboard

90.5w x 18d x 39.5h

Recycled pine is transformed into delicate tracery 

on the glass panels of this eye-catching sideboard. 

Teal chalk paint on the interior provides a punch 

of trending color, yet is easily transformed by 

you and a can of paint. Behind each pair of 

doors is a removable shelf.

20-018
Quatrefoil Buffet
80w x 19d x 40h

Taking its cues from today’s style 

trends, this buffet has an applique of 

quatrefoil lattice trim over mirrored 

doors. Reclaimed pine was used to 

create the breakfront cabinet with a 

shelf behind each set of doors; and the 

mirror adds a touch of bling!
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20-071
Lowery 

Mirrored Buffet
81w x 20d x 41h

Perfect in a dining room or under 

a monster TV, this charming 

reclaimed pine buffet pairs 

traditional breakfront design with 

the bling of mirrored panels to 

create a very desirable accent for 

any room.
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85467
Mirrored 
Sideboard
70w x 20d x 33h

Enhanced with delicate lattice 

grills, the antiqued mirror front 

of this dazzling sideboard adds a 

pop of light and style to any room. 

The cabinet is constructed of old 

reclaimed pine and has a shelf in 

the interior.

90-34
Cheval Credenza
72w x 18d x 35.5h

An eye-catching play of light is provided by 

mirrored panels enhanced with a metal grill overlay 

on the doors of this well-scaled credenza. Classical 

moldings are enhanced by the dry brushed cocoa 

finish and the interior is lightened with a creamy 

paint. Ample storage is provided, with a fixed shelf 

behind each pair of doors, and the mirrors cleverly 

conceal whatever chaos is inside!
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20-199
Marshall Sideboard
78w x 17.5d x 34h

A quiet beauty, this reclaimed pine sideboard 

features elegant “eglomise” or antiqued mirror 

panels on the framed doors. Behind the doors 

is ample storage with a removable shelf, 

perfect for storing linens, china and family 

treasures. The soft grey green painted finish 

is lightly rubbed through to honey pine and 

the aged pewter pull have a touch of verdigris 

highlighting.

40-98
Brown Harper Cabinet

44w x 16.5d x 90h

Open these arched doors with antiqued mirror 

doors and step into a magic kingdom! Not really, 

but the doors of this soaring arched reclaimed pine 

cabinet open to reveal ample storage with four fully 

adjustable shelves. Quietly handsome, this cabinet 

is framed with fluted moldings and is sure to 

become a treasured belonging.
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40-75
Heritage Server
69w x 25d x 41h

Classically designed, with raised molding details 

on the doors, this recalimed pine beauty is 

enhanced by a softly distressed antique white 

finish and clipped corners. There is one fully 

adjustable shelf behind each door, making this 

more than just a pretty piece for your home.

40-77
Heritage China Cabinet

70w x 22d x 88.5h

Whether you need storage for board games and 

books, or nana’s china, this well-scaled reclaimed 

pine cabinet is up to the job with fully adjustable 

shelves in the upper cabinet and a removable shelf 

behind each bottom door. With break front styling 

and raised moldings highlighting the doors, base 

and crown, this cabinet is sure to add a touch of 

classic style to any setting.
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40-125
Sven Cabinet
47w x 19.5d x 90h

Statuesque and stunning, this handsome 

reclaimed pine cabinet features raised panel 

sides, and a stepped cornice. The on trend 

turquoise finish is subdued but noticable, 

making this a lovely accent for any room. 

Perfect for books or other treasures, as the 

top shelves are fully adjustable and the 

bottom shelf is removable.

20-014
Kaleidoscope Cupboard

47w x 19.5d x 90.5h

Geometrically intricate and crafted of reclaimed 

pine, this classic bookcase features a stately 

cornice and raised panel sides. The full-length 

glass doors are accentuated by interlocking 

circles and working cremone bolt locks. Three 

fixed wooden shelves are inside.

20-013
Kaleidoscope 
Entertainment 
Cabinet
81.5w x 20d x 35.5h

Symmetry is perfect in this beautiful 

entertainment reclaimed pine cabinet 

featuring glass doors accented by 

interlocking circles. This media cabinet is 

so beautiful that you might not even mind 

the big screen television floating above it.
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40-76
 Grayson 

Fretwork Cabinet
47w x 19.5d x 90.5h

The lightly distressed antique white finish of 

this handsome reclaimed pine cabinet contrasts 

beautifully with the warm pine moldings on the 

glass doors with a working cremone bolt locking 

mechanism. The top shelves are fully adjustable, 

and the base has a removable shelf providing 

flexible storage for your family’s favorite things. If 

your family has lots of favorite things, you are in 

luck, as this cabinet is even better in pairs!

40-78
Grayson 
Fretwork Hutch
80w x 22d x 45h

Delicate curved wooden grills in a warm 

honey finish accentuate the doors of this 

charming antiqued white, reclaimed pine 

buffet. Authentic detailing is provided by 

working cremone bolt locks on the doors 

which open to reveal fixed shelves. Whether 

one chooses to fill the interior with books 

or china, or use it as a media cabinet, this 

beauty will be sure to impress.
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90-25
Xander Glass 

Door Bookcase
53w x 23d x 82h

Classic Directoire styling is highlighted in this 

striking reclaimed oak cabinet. Featuring glass 

doors with distressed, metal accents, and two 

drawers in the base, this bookcase not only offers 

tons of display space, but will also provide a 

decorative anchor for any wall in your home.

90-24
Xander Sideboard
74w x 20d x 36h

Drawing inspiration from the Directoire 

period, this quietly beautiful breakfront, 

reclaimed oak sideboard features a softly 

rubbed grey finish highlighted by distressed 

metal accents on the doors. Perfect for 

displaying stacks of board games or your best 

dinnerware, this handsome sideboard would 

be a distinctive addition to any room.
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20-191
Veso Display Cabinet
34w x 16d x 83.5h

Perched upon a simple iron base, this reclaimed oak 

display cabinet features four pairs of framed glass 

doors, perfect for displaying books and treasures. 

Stately alone, and even more wonderful used in pairs.

20-150
Glazier Show Cabinet
68w x 16d x 69h

Crafted of oak and iron, this handsome display cabinet 

is reminiscent of museum cabinets, but is perfect for 

on-trend interiors. Whether you are displaying favorite 

fossils, first editions or treasured Rookwood pottery, this 

handsome piece is up for the job!
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40-88BLK
Black Caspian 

Single Cabinet
39.5w x 19d x 84h

40-88
Ivy Caspian Single Cabinet
39.5w x 19d x 84h

Delicate tracery details the front and sides of this 

arresting recalimed pine cabinet with fully adjustable 

“bird beak” shelves. The interior is painted a soft 

white to enhance your treasured objects, and the 

exterior is available in both a soft white and soft 

black finish.
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40-89
Black Caspian Double Cabinet

76w x 19d x 84h

The soft black finish and soft white interior combine to display the unique lattice detailing on 

the glass doors and sides of this commanding reclaimed pine display cabinet. A stunning focal 

point for any interior, this cabinet features six, fully adjustable shelves.
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40-45
Squires Bookcase

73.5w x 17.5d x 83h

The softly distressed black finish and soft pistachio tones of the interior lend an air of antiquity to this elegant bookcase. 

With the keyhole detailing on the doors and carved column detailing, a European heritage is referenced. The top features 

four, fully adjustable shelves with plate grooves and the lower, hidden shelves are removable. There are three drawers perfect 

for cutlery and napkins or stray chargers and batteries. This bookcase is happy to live in any room of your home.
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40-87
Reims Cathedral 

Black Arched Cabient
50w x 14d x 93h

The quiet elegance of this cabinet is achieved 

by combining the timeless charm with a softly 

modern charcoal finish. The light grey interior 

features fully adjustable shelves with plate grooves 

and there is a cunning concealed drawer beneath 

the apron. A recessed shelf is tucked between 

the legs, providing a perfect place for a favorite 

platter. Turned finials adorn the pagoda top, but 

may be removed for a sleeker appearance.

90-30
Arrondi Display Cabinet
35w x 17d x 80h

Uniquely framed with metal strapping and 

perched upon slender braced legs, this charming 

reclaimed oak arched cabinet features working 

doors at the top, making it even more perfect 

for displaying your treasures. The soft grey 

finish is complimented by the creamy interior 

with fixed shelves. Well scaled, this beauty is 

even more impressive in pairs.
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51-055W
White 

Fayette Cabinet
49.5w x 18d x 96h

The sumptuous curves of this reclaimed 

pine display cabinet are echoed by the 

doors and muntins on the glass, as well as 

the stabilizing stretchers on the base. Fixed 

shelves display books and other treasures. 

The soft white paint is gently distressed.

40-48
Dawson Cabinet
39.5w x 18d x 90.5h

Reminiscent of the clerestory walls of the 

great cathedrals of Europe, the delicate tracery 

on the glass doors of this exquisite reclaimed 

pine cabinet draws your eyes up to the 

heavens. The cabinet is finished in a mid-tone 

grey with soft white accents, and features a 

cream interior with bird beak detailing for 

adjustable shelves with plate grooves.
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71073
Single 

Willoughby Cabinet
46w x 15d x 82.5h

The warm tones of this recycled pine 

cabinet are enhanced by the white 

interior and working cremone bolt locks.

70295
Pine Single 
Stack Bookcase
37w x 18.5d x 84h

Reclaimed pine is utilized to create this utilitarian 

bookcase made beautiful with raised panel sides, 

a classic cornice and three stacks of window pane 

doors protecting tons of storage for books and your 

favorite “objects”.
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71074
Willoughby Cabinet

89.5w x 15d x 82.5h

The white interior makes this recycled pine cabinet pop. Ample storage is perfect 

for showcasing books or fine china behind working cremone bolt locks.
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40-52
Sanada Cabinet

57w x 19d x 90h

Derived from today’s on trend lattice patterns, the 

distinctive routed tracery on the shaped doors of 

this handsome reclaimed pine cabinet provide a 

pop of high design. The soft grey and ochre finish 

contrasts with the solid grey interior. Four fully 

adjustable shelves with plate grooves make this 

cabinet perfect for storing china or books or both!

70248
Apothecary Bookcase
53w x 19.5d x 86.5h

Recycled pine is finished with a wire brushd 

white finish which allows the beauty of the wood 

to shine through. The top row of drawers is 

shallow, perfect for linens, and the rest of the 

drawers double up to provide ample storage for 

any of your favorite things. The inside is white, 

for chic contrast, and features four, fixed shelves.
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84271
Natural Old Pine Bookcase

66w x 18.5d x 94.5h

Large six door reclaimed pine cabinet in a beautiful finish with working cremone bolt locks and 

solid wood drawers. Shelves are removable; however, not adjustable.
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20-024
Weathered Open Bookcase

48w x 21d x 90.5h

Crafted from reclaimed pine and featuring Neo-

Classic detailing on the open sides, this bookcase 

is made even more functional by the incorporation 

of five adjustable shelves. Short or tall, all of your 

favorite things will find a home here!
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20-197
Brookshire Bookshelf

47w x 15d x 87h

You will have to conjure up a story about how 

you found this eye-catching bookshelf tucked away 

in a flea market, because it has all the hallmarks 

of a life well lived. Crafted of reclaimed pine, the 

shelves reveal through mortise and tenon joinery, 

and the iron cross brace provides additional 

structural support. Soft blue grey paint is lightly 

distressed, like your favorite go-to jeans, making 

this a comfortable fashion statement for any room.
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51-062
Valois Shelf
39w x 18d x 93h

Drawing inspiration from a universal shape, 

this distinctive reclaimed oak cabinet provides 

unique display opportunities within its 

uniquely arranged shelves. The charcoal finish 

is highlighted by the subtle application of 

gold highlights. Stunning alone and amazing 

in pairs, this cabinet is sure to up your design 

game!
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2819AB59-WD
Regency Bookshelf

31w x 13d x 76h

A classic beauty, the timeless faux bamboo 

styling of this étagère is the perfect accent 

for any décor. Crafted of solid, hand 

carved mahogany, with fixed shelves, this 

handsome shelf is lovely alone, and truly 

stunning shown in multiples.  

20-113
White Marble Bookshelf
36w x 15d x 72h

Creating clean geometry from simple spare lines of 

reclaimed oak, the unique design of this bookcase 

is pared down to exemplify the beauty of its 

elements. Clean white marble shelves provide the 

perfect showcase for your treasures.
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20-166
Grander Bookcase
102.5w x 16d x 95h

A new take on our Grand Bookcase, this reclaimed pine 

cabinet features fully adjustable shelves in the upper 

cabinet. The center has a 54 inch opening suitable for 

housing a flat screen TV, just in case you don’t have 

enough books to fill it! There is a removable shelf 

behind the bottom doors.

20-166A
Grander Bookcase

102.5w x 16d x 95h

A new take on our Grand Bookcase, 

this reclaimed pine cabinet features fully 

adjustable shelves in the upper cabinet. The 

center has a 54 inch opening suitable for 

housing a flat screen TV, just in case you 

don’t have enough books to fill it! There is a 

removable shelf behind the bottom doors.
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Islands & Vanities
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20-184
Timbers Island
55w x 20d x 36h

Reclaimed pine timbers form a simple table which 

appears to have been rescued from years of gentle use 

in the family barn. The soft pistachio paint finish is 

rubbed through to show the history of use, down to 

the original wood, and the base is cleverly finished 

to indicate years of wet feet. This simple charmer is 

perfect as a breakfast bar, with two counter height 

stools stashed beneath, but would also be happy as a 

craft table or a fun place to fold laundry.

40-79
Orbs Island

48w x 27d x 36h

Recalling the silhouettes of Victorian topiary gardens, 

the exaggerated turnings of these expressive legs are sure 

to make you smile. Braced with curved cross stretchers, 

they provide a sturdy base to the recycled pine top of 

this whimsical island. The soft black chalk finish will 

hide any scars from daily use, and the natural top has a 

clear coat finish to make it family friendly. A center pass 

through drawer provides storage for whatever!

Islan
d

s &
 

Van
ities

40-104
Oreti Island
42w x 27d x 36h

Drawing inspiration from antique chopping tables, this well 

proportioned reclaimed pine island features a push through 

drawer in the base and black metal towel bars at each end. 

The marble top makes a perfect prep surface, and is a cook’s 

favorite for rolling out fragile doughs. The slatted shelf below 

is just waiting to store your favorite Fire King mixing bowls.
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20-221
Single White Akeno Vanity
33.5w x 24d x 36h

Just the perfect accent for a smaller bath, this classically simple 

reclaimed pine vanity features a heavily distressed black and 

white painted frame, a gleaming black marble top and backsplash 

and a white porcelain bowl.

20-220
White Double 
Akeno Vanity

67w x 24d x 36h

Pandas are not the only ones who look good in black and 

white! Handsomely distressed white doors contrast with the 

simple linear black frame of this Asian-inspired reclaimed 

pine vanity. Ample storage is provided by a shelf behind 

each door, and the black marble top features a backsplash to 

protect your walls with a white porcelain bowl. 
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84247
Reclaimed Pine Vanity
36w x 22d x 34h

This reclaimed pine vanity with blue stone 

top and louvered doors is accented by a white 

porcelain bowl.

20-218
Beckley Double Vanity

61w x 21d x 33h

Providing ample storage, and more than enough on 

trend style, this handsome reclaimed oak double vanity 

features a light grey washed finish and is topped with a 

blue stone top and backsplash. The two white porcelain 

bowls feature single bores for plumbing. 
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This & That
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at 20-030

Medium Antique Bowl
25w x 10d x 5h

Varied in size and design, these medium 

“Antique” bowls are organically beautiful, 

and equally at home on tabletop, or, with the 

addition of a picture hanger, on your wall!

20-029
Large Antique Bowl
32w x 22d x 10h

A new addition to our “Antique” collections, 

these large wooden bowls will vary both in 

size and design, but all will bring a touch of 

ageless charm to your home.

20-031
Small Antique Bowl
21w x 11d x 4.5h

Each as varied as a fingerprint, these small 

bowls add big style to any display and vary in 

size and design.

70031
Antique 

Captain’s Wheel

Antique and refurbished ship’s wheels 

of solid hardwood, brass and iron. Due 

to authenticity, each wheel is different 

and size and design will vary. Average 

diameter is 40 inches
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10-12
Huffington Mirror
48w x 8d x 62h

A truly grand nod to the windows of Paris, this 

statuesque mirror is crafted of metal, and finished 

to show the stylish ravages of time.

33343AB92
Bonavita Mirror

36w x 1.25d x 53h

Palladio would be delighted to see how we 

interpreted his most famous window design 

with this stunning mirror crafted of solid 

mahogany left in a soft natural finish. Perfect 

for catching and reflecting light in any room.

Th
is &

 Th
at

70254
Iron Arched Mirror
39w x 2d x 59h

This classic and versatile arched, lightly distressed 

mirror provides architectural interest and visual 

charm to any room.
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91-090F
Linen and 

Oak Footstool
21w x 16.5d x 19h

Delicately detailed cross legs are 

crafted of solid oak, and braced with 

a center stretcher. The box seat is 

upholstered in a neutral linen which 

complements todays interiors.

70944
Tufted Linen Stool
19w x 19d x 19h

The concave sides and tufted top enhance 

the visual interest provided by the bobbin 

turned oak legs and stretchers, making 

this a charming addition to any room.  

40-72
Estate Mirror
51w x 3.5d x 80h

Impressively scaled, this dazzling mirror is large 

enough to lean against your wall, but can really 

light up a room when set upon a sideboard or 

mantle. The soft natural pine and sandblasted 

gray finish is highlighted by elaborate floral 

carvings and classical molding details.

20-247
Blue Ridge Ottoman

17w x 17d x 18h

An unexpected  and stunning accent for any 

room, this unique cube ottoman combines 

neutral linen with hair on hide. Perfect alone,  

perched in front of your favorite chair, and 

lovely when perched under a console.
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71937
Dumplin’ Stool
19w x 19d x 19h

Named for a Southern delicacy, this charming pouf 

is upholstered in neutral taupe linen and accented 

with button tufting details.

91-020
Paris Flea Ottoman

19w x 19d x 19h

Unique diamond quilting and hand applied brass nail 

trim combine to create an air of vintage charm for this 

simple warm brown leather ottoman. Whether paired 

with the Paris Flea Market Chair, or used alone for 

an extra seat, this small scaled ottoman is sure to be a 

welcome addition to any room.

Th
is &

 Th
at

91-026
Amalfi Ottoman

48w x 26d x 17h

Calling to mind the hypnotic patterns of childhood 

Spirograph drawings, the diamond quilting pattern on 

this elongated oval ottoman provides visual interest to 

the neutral linen upholstery. A double row of hand 

applied brass nail trim adds additional interest to this 

handsome ottoman which is perfect at the foot of your 

bed, or as extra seating in your living room.

91-020L
Linen Paris 
Flea Ottoman
19w x 19d x 19h

Our popular ottoman, reinvented for more neutral 

interiors by the addition of linen upholstery. The unique 

diamond quilting creates visual interest and the hand 

applied brass nail trim adds a touch of light play.
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42652
Mandalay Ottoman

42w x 42d x 18h

Woven of sturdy, honey-toned banana leaf over a 

wood frame, this ottoman works well as a coffee 

table where it is perfectly okay to put your feet up!

42657
Kubu Mandalay Ottoman
42w x 42d x 18h

Sturdy kubu is woven on a brown, mahogany frame, 

and finished in soft driftwood colors to bring a bit 

of the beach to your room.
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Terms & Conditions
Furniture Classics has been importing fine handmade antique reproductions and cutting edge designs from around the world since 
the 1980s. We share over 3 decades of experience in the furniture industry with two family generations involved in the business. 

We display an unparalleled commitment to our business and customers. From antique buying trips throughout Europe to frequent 
factory inspections, we stay on the cutting edge of new product and quality control. If you need further information about us, please 

give us a call at 757-627-4844 or toll free at 888-325-7888.

About Our Product
We design and manufacture many products as antique reproductions, giving them an old world, classic feel. Our wood species 

include cherry, elm, mahogany, oak, pine, alder and teak. We source from our partner factory in Indonesia and from designated 
factories in China. Furniture Classics’ owners and managers frequently travel to oversee quality control and work with vendors on 

the improvement of construction and refinement of design. 

In addition to our assortment of antique reproductions, we also offer a wide selection of reclaimed and earth friendly designs.  These 
unique pieces of furniture incorporate a variety of recycled timbers.  We use a combination of antique doors, old flooring along with 
old pine support beams.  These materials are assembled in their natural state and may be susceptible to additional cracking and/or 
splitting.  This is the inherent nature of using recycled materials and is to be anticipated.  We cannot warrant against these natural 

characteristics.    

We design and finish our furniture in order to maintain a certain distressed and antiquated look. Traditional joinery and hand 
construction techniques are used by individual craftsmen making our products. As such, variations in dimension and/or finish are to 
be expected. Solid wood furniture is affected by humidity and atmospheric pressure, so it continually responds to its environment. 
Some splitting, cracking, warping, or other movement of wood components may occur.  All of these factors are non-structural and 

are part of achieving the authentic nature and emotional appeal of our product. 

Additionally, some of our products are actual refurbished antiques. Antiques will vary in size. All of these items  
are subject to cracking, warping, and inconsistent coloration. We consider these expected and authentic characteristics of such 

product and Furniture Classics cannot be responsible for these conditions.

Container Direct Purchases 
Your Sales Representative can discuss the option of buying direct from one of our overseas factories. We  

aggressively discount container direct orders allowing the dealer to realize net “landed” savings of greater than 25% beyond our best 
domestic wholesale pricing. We have a dedicated Account Specialist who services container direct orders in our office, facilitating a 

turnkey transaction for the dealer. 

The advantages of purchasing container direct are many: significant savings, arrival of your order in one complete shipment, low 
minimums, ability to customize finishes and the ability to purchase discontinued SKUs that are no longer part of our domestic 

warehouse program.

Wholesale Program:

Initial Opening Order Minimum: $4,000.00

Annual Volume Requirement:  $4,000.00

Design Program:   No minimum

 (Prepaid Prior to Shipment)

Wholesale Program:

Re-Orders:   No minimum

Design Program:   

Re-Orders:   No minimum

 (Prepaid Prior to Shipment)
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New Accounts
New accounts must complete and submit an “Account Maintenance Form” available online or in the rear of this booklet. Initial 
orders may not be processed until this information is submitted and approved. We are a trade only company and only deal with 

qualified accounts. A wholesale/resale number is required on this form. 

Terms
Sales Representatives must approve new or reinstated accounts. Accounts that have not ordered within 12 months must meet the 
original opening order. Generally orders ship C.O.D. as Furniture Classics does not operate a credit facility. Dealers are required 
to prepay or pay the driver once you receive your merchandise. An invoice showing the items we are delivering along with freight 
charges and any other related charges will be emailed or faxed to you at least 24 hours prior to delivery. It is imperative that an 
email address be provided for this purpose. We accept company checks, cash and Visa/MasterCard/American Express. Credit 

card payments must be arranged with Customer Service prior to delivery and may be subject to a 1% convenience fee (1.5% for 
American Express). Please refer to the authorization form in the rear of this booklet.

Orders, Changes, Cancellations
Must be submitted in writing via facsimile or e-mail direct to our office.

Freight Charges
Freight charges are a flat percentage applied to cost of goods shipped by our designated furniture carrier. Each state has a designated 
rate. Fuel surcharges, as recommended by the US Department of Transportation, and as adopted by the trucking industry, may be 
applicable. Some common carrier shipments may be shipped “freight collect” at our discretion. Common carrier shipments that 
do not make “minimum freight” will be charged the carrier’s minimum rate fee.  We will make every effort to combine existing 
backorders in an effort to avoid minimum freight charges. Western US Freight Cap: For US dealers west of the Mississippi River, 
a $1000 minimum re-order is required to receive a guaranteed freight cap. Please contact your sales representative for additional 

details.

Residential “In Home” Delivery 
Goods are shipped from Furniture Classics to a third party receiver, who will schedule the delivery with the consumer (or you, per 
your request). Delivery is generally performed by a two person team, typically in a 20 foot box truck with a lift gate. Furniture is 

delivered to the room of the consumers’ choice, which may be up or down one flight of stairs. If the cartons cannot fit through the 
consumer’s door, the order will be delivered to the first covered area (such as a porch or garage). The delivery team will unpack 

and remove debris, and may provide up to 15 minutes of very light assembly, when applicable. The delivery team will provide the 
consumer with a checklist to sign, confirming that the delivery was satisfactory and the furniture is in good condition. Please note, 
if the consumer signs the paperwork, with no notations, confirming that the delivery was acceptable and the furniture was received 
in good condition, Furniture Classics is absolved of any responsibility for claims. Please advise the consumer to inspect the goods 
thoroughly before signing the paperwork, and if there are concerns at that point regarding damage to the furniture, the consumer 
may note this on the paperwork itself, or refuse the delivery altogether. If the consumer refuses delivery due to buyer’s remorse, 

delivery charges remain your responsibility.

Delivery
In stock: 2-4 Weeks                        Non-Stock: 8-10 weeks (estimated)

We make every effort to maintain inventory on our product line. Due to the nature of importing and our volume of business, 
this is not possible on all items. Please allow longer for newly introduced items. Your order will ship as it arrives and may not be 

complete. If you will not accept partial shipment, you must notify us on each order.  Any items you do not receive will be placed on 
backorder and ship as it arrives in our warehouse.  Backorders are not subject to minimum freight, provided the original order met 

our freight minimums. 

We ship our product on specialized furniture carriers. Your invoice cover sheet will indicate the carrier delivering your order. All 
deliveries must be to a business address. Customers must have good access and we must be able to get a 40’ articulated vehicle 
within close proximity to the delivery point. Drivers are unaccompanied and in the case of larger pieces, will require assistance 

unloading.
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Damages & Defects
At the time of delivery, all items must be inspected for damages. Concealed damages must be reported, via email with 

pictures, within 72 hours of delivery.  You have the following options:  Provide us with a written estimate of the cost to 
repair.  If approved, we will issue a credit good for one year from the date of issue to your account in the amount specified 

in the estimate.  If you wish, we can pick-up and exchange the item at no charge to you.  These returns are subject to 
mutual inspection and if found not to be factory defective, nor damaged, then restocking or replacement charges could be 
applicable.  A return authorization (RA) will be issued by our customer service department.  A copy of the RA must be 
affixed to the return shipping carton. Items that are damaged must be returned with all parts and/or broken items in its 
original packing, prepared for shipping.  We reserve the right to refuse items that are not returned complete. Any credit 

due is posted to your account and credit memos will be supplied upon request. All credits expire one (1) year from date of 
issue. We do not issue refunds. 

Orders delivered to receivers must be inspected prior to leaving their facility.  We cannot be responsible for any damages or 
defects that occur after our delivery.  Any charges incurred for pick up or redelivery are solely the customer’s responsibility.   

Returned Merchandise
We strive to accommodate customer needs. In the event a valid order is refused or returned by a customer, we reserve the 
right to charge a 25% re-stocking fee plus applicable freight charges. Custom cushions and upholstery are non-cancellable. 

Warranty
All merchandise is accepted under the terms and conditions contained in this document. All items are sold AS IS without 
any warranties either express or implied. Damages will be handled according to the terms and conditions set forth above 

and at Furniture Classics’ sole discretion. 

Default
Acceptance of goods constitutes agreement to our terms and conditions. Should the accepted goods remain unpaid  

for ten (10) days after delivery, or ten (10) days after dishonor of payment, Furniture Classics, retains the right to reclaim 
the goods. If Furniture Classics, at its sole option, chooses not to reclaim the goods or if the goods are  

unable to be reclaimed, the unpaid invoices are subject to eighteen (18%) percent interest per year until paid in  
full. In addition, you agree to pay attorney’s fees in the amount of twenty- five (25%) percent of the amount due  

and all collection costs.

Headquarters & Retail Showroom  
835 Philpotts Rd.  

Norfolk, VA 23513  
Tel 757.627.4844 
Fax 757.623.2084 

sales@furnitureclassics.com 

Warehouse & Shipping  
835 Philpotts Rd  

Norfolk, VA 23513 
www.furnitureclassics.com  
sales@furnitureclassics.com
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Headquarters & Retail Showroom  
835 Philpotts Rd.  

Norfolk, VA 23513  

Tel 757.627.4844 

Fax 757.623.2084 

sales@furnitureclassics.com 

Warehouse & Shipping  
835 Philpotts Rd  

Norfolk, VA 23513 

www.furnitureclassics.com  

sales@furnitureclassics.com
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